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Abstract 
The perturbed gamma - gamma angular correlation technique has 
been used to measure the magnetic moments of several nuclear excited 
states. The magnetic moment of the second excited 2+ state in 
106 Pd has been measured to beµ= 0.74 ± 0.14 nm) in good agreement 
with the interpretation of that state as a two-phonon quadrupole 
vibration about spherical equilibrium. The magnetic moment of the 
two-quasiparticle 2 state at 1289 keV in 182w has been measured to 
be µ = 1.04 ± 0.24 nm) in poor agreement with the predictions of 
the "strong-coupling" approximation. The probable origin of the 
discrepancy is discussed. The following magnetic moments in odd-mass 
thulium nuclei have been measured: the 5/2+ level at 118.2 keV in 
169 Tm with µ 712+ 3 169 0.79 ± 0.08 nm; the level at 1 8.9 keV in Tm 
withµ= 1.33 ± 0.07 nm; the 5/2+ level at 116.7 keV in 171Tm with 
+ 171 
and the 7/2 level at 129.1 keV in Tm with µ 0.81 ± 0.37 nm; 
µ = 1.44 ± 0.14 nm. In add ition) the multipole mixing amplitude for 
. 169 the 109.8 keV transition in Tm has been measured to be 
o(E2/Ml) = -0.15 ± 0.02) and the crossover-to-cascade transition 
intensity ratios for the 5/2+(116.7 keV) and 7/2+(129.1 keV) states 
in 171Tm have been measured to be I (5/2 ~ 1/2)/I (5/2 ~ 3/2) = y y 
0.115 ± 0.005 and Itot(7/2 ~ 3/2)/Itot(7/2 ~ 5/2) = 3 . 22 ± 0.58) 
respectively. The r esults of the measurement in the thulium nuclei 
have been us ed in conjunction with other data to determine the para -
meters in the rotational model description of the nuclei. The 
magnetic parameters are interpreted in terms of transverse and 
iv 
longitudinal spin polarization effects; where only qualitative 
agreement with theory is found. A correction to the rotational model 
predictions of electric quadrupole transition rates is also dis-
cussed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Nuclear gr ound state spins and magnetic moments determined from 
nuclear magnetic resonance, atomic and molecular beam, and optical 
spectroscopy experiments have played a large part in the development 
of the nuclear shell model . The use of Mossbauer effect and perturbed 
angular correlation methods has permitted the measurement of sp i ns and 
moments of nuclear excited states. Based on these and other spectro-
scopic properties of excited states in nuclei, theoretical descriptions 
of nuclear structure have been developed which account for many of the 
observed nuclear properties. In Chapter II, the perturbed angular cor-
relation technique is discussed, and in following chapters, measure -
ments of several magnetic moments of nuclear excited states using that 
technique are described. The measurements provide a test of the 
applicability and limitations of the theories pertaining to three dif-
ferent classes of excited states. 
The concept of t wo basic modes of excitation in nuclei has been 
utilized, rather successfully, to explain observed spectroscopic 
properties of nuclear excited states. They are the collective excita-
tions, in which a large number of nucleons participate, and the parti-
cle excitations, in which only one or a few nucleons are involved. Any 
given nuclear state may consist of one or a combination of both ex-
citation modes. In Chapter III, the theoretical models describing 
some collective vibrational states in spherically shaped nuclei are 
discussed, and the measurement of the magnetic moment of a state to 
which the models apply is presented. The s t ate under considerat ion is 
in the medium weight even-even nucleus 106Pd and may tentatively be 
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..!.. 
classified as a two phonon' collective vibrational level. As yet, no 
other moment measurement on such a state in the medium weight region of 
spherical -nuclei has been reported. The measurement is intended to 
discover whether that state is truly collective or includes single 
particle excitations. The instrumentat ion developed to perform the 
measurement with high data collection rates and minimal systematic 
errors is also described. 
In addition, several measurements have been performed on nuclei 
possessing a stable spheroidally deformed shape. Besides single 
particle and collective vibrational states, these nuclei display 
collective rotational excitations. In fact, it has been found that 
rotational bands, analogous to those found in molecular spectra, are 
built on all particle and vibrational excitations. The rotational 
model) which accounts for the properties of these bands, contains at 
least one, and in one case considered) two parameters related to the 
magnetic structure of the intrinsic state upon which the bands are 
built. The values of . these parameters are in turn predicted by the · 
model applicable to the intrinsic exc itations, which, in the cases 
studied) is the Nilsson model for the shell structure of deformed 
nuclei. 
In Chapter IV) the measurement of the magnetic moment of a state, 
182 f ormed by the excitation of two protons, in the even-even nucleus \.J 
is described. The result of the measurement, along with other known 
+ The term "phonon" is borrowed from the solid state nomenclature 
where it refers to one quantum of lattice vibrational energy. 
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properties of the rotational band built on this intrinsic state, is 
used to deduce the magnetic parameter characteristic of the structure 
of the state. In this way, the validity of the strong-coupling rule, 
which suggests the two protons are coupled independently to the deformed 
nuclear core without interacting with each other, is tested. 
The last two chapters are devoted to the description of measure -
r • 169 171 
ments performed in the odd-mass derormed nuclei Tm and Tm and of 
least-squares fits of the rotational model to all currently known 
electromagnetic properties of the ground state rotational bands in these 
nuclei. The measurement of the magnetic moments of two levels in the 
ground state rotational bands of each nucleus is presented in Chapter 
V. The determination of the multipole mixing amplitude of an intra-
b d . . . 169 d h d b h. . an transition in Tm an t e crossover-to-casca e ranc ing in-
171 . 
tensity ratios from two states in the Tm band is also described 
there. In Chapter VI, the results of Chapter V and of other investi-
gators are compiled and fit to the rotational model description of the 
nuclei . . The electric and magnetic parameters of the model, determined 
in this way, are then used to investigate the intrinsic structure of 
16 9 171 the Tm and Tm ground states. Specifically, the renormalization 
of some single particle Nilsson model matrix elements due to a spin-
spin interaction of the odd proton in thulium with the remaining 
nucleons is accurately determined, and a correction to the rotational 
model description of electric quadrupole transition rates is discussed. 
All of the measurements to be presented here may be found reported 
in less detail in refs. (1), (2), and (3). 
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II. DESCRIPTION OF THE PERTURBED ANGULAR CORRELATION TECHNIQUE 
II.l Introduction 
In 1950, Brady and Deutsch(4)recogn ized the possibility of 
measuring the g-factors of nuclear excited states using an anisotropic 
angular correlation between gamma rays emitted in cascade. Aeppli et 
al~ 5 ) performed the first such measurement in 1951. Since that time 
the technique has been used extensively, and improvements in electronics 
and radiation detectors in recent years have allowed the measurement 
of moments previously inaccessible. The complete mathematical treat-
ment of the theory of angular correlations is to be found in several 
comprehensive articles( 6 ~ A short outline of'the theoretical results 
needed to analyze data collected in our experiments is presented below. 
II.2 The Directional Angular Correlation between Gamma Rays Emi tt ed in 
Cascade 
The probability of emission of a gamma ray from a nucleus depends 
on the angle between the emission direction and the nuclear spin axis. 
Generally, in a radioactive sample the nuclear spins are randomly 
oriented leading to an isotropic emission pattern for gamma rays. How-
ever, the observation of the direction of emission of the first gamma 
ray of a gamma-gamma cascade selects an ensemble of nuclei whose spins 
have a prefer ~ ed orientation in spac e relative to the observed propa-
gation direction. If one t hen measures the emission direction of the 
second member of the cascade, it will in general show an anisotropic 
distribution about the direction of emission of the first. 
An idealized gamma-garruna cascade is depicted in Fig. 1, where 
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Figure 1 
Ideal gamma-gamma cascade. The symbols are defined in the text. 
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Ii) I) and If are the spins of the initial) intermediate; and final 
state) respectively. The two gamma rays, y 1 and y 2; have multi-
polarities (L1 J 1 1
1
) and (L2;L2 '). The notation (L;L') indicates a 
possibly mixed multipole transition: for instance) for a mixed Ml + E2 
(or El + M2) transition) L and L' would be equal to 1 and 2; respec-
tively. If y 1 and y 2 are detected by counters separated by the angle e 
in the geometry shown in Fig. 2) then the probability distribution for 
the observation o f y 2 at the angle e relative to y 1 is given by k 
max 
k=2 
(even) 
(1) 
are Legendre polynomials and the coefficients Akk 
depend on the spins of the nuclear states) Ii) I) and If' and t he 
multipolarities of the two gamma radiations) (11) L1 ') and(L2; L2 '). 
It turns out that the Akk can be written in the factored formc 7; 
(2) 
where Ak(y 1) and Ak(y 2) each depend on the properties of only one of the 
transitions of the cascade. For a mixed multipole transition) Ak(y) 
has the exp licit form( 7 ~ 
Fk(L1L1IiI) + 25(y 1)Fk(L1L1
1 IiI) + 5 2 (y1)Fk(L1
1 L1
1 IiI) 
2 
1+5(yl) (3) 
where the Fk are tabulated coefficients(S)and the mixing amplitude 5 
is defined as the ratio of the reduced transition matrix elements for 
the two multipoles(l); 
DETECTOR I 
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Figure 2 
'( 2 
DETECTOR 2 
Geometrical arrangement of the source; detector ; and magnetic field 
in a perturbed angular correlation experiment. 
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(4) 
A similar expression holds for Ak(y 2). Thus) the measurement of Akk 
can determine the size and sign of a mixing amplitude. 
In practice) radiation detectors subtend a finite solid angle. 
The.refore) the detection of y 1 and y 2 indicates that the angle between 
emission directions falls in a range of angles centered about e. 
Also the detection efficiency for gamma-ray pairs within this range of 
angles is not uniform) because the efficiency of each detector depends 
on the path length traversed by the radiation in the active detector 
volume. 1 2 The replacement of Akk in Eq. (1) by Qk Qk Akk is needed to 
account 1 2 . for these effects) where Qk and Qk are correction factors 
for the smearing of the angular correlation in the detector accepting 
y 1 and y 2) respectively. In the following) the Qk's will not be 
written explicitly but are understood to be present i n all experi-
mentally measured angular correlation coefficients. The index k of 
the sum in Eq. (1) must satisfy the inequality 
(Sa) 
for mixed multipole radiation and 
(Sb) 
for pure multipole radiation. In all measurements reported here) 
k is not greater than 4. 
max 
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II.3 Perturbation of t he Angular Correlation by a Stat ic Magneti c 
Interaction 
The presence of an electromagnetic field at the nucleus) while it 
is in the intermediate state with spin I) will cause transitions among 
the (2I + 1) magnetic substates corresponding to different projections 
of the spin on the chosen direction of the quantization axis. In 
other words, the preferred direction of orientation of the spin vector 
in the intermediate state is altered, thereby changing the angular 
correlation. The application of a static magnetic field causes a 
precession of the nuclear spin about the applied field direction with 
the Larmour frequency 
(6) 
in which H is the applied magnetic field, g is the nuclear g-factor 
-
of the intermediate state)and µN is the nuclear magneton. If H is 
perpendicular to the plane of the detectors (cf. Fig. 2) and y 2 is 
emitted after the nucleus has been in the intermediate state for a 
time 't', then the angular correlation pattern will be of the form, 
k 
max 
W(B)H,t) oC 1 + L 
k=2 
(even) 
(7) 
In the measurements described in the following chapters, the 
lifetime T of t he intermediate state is considerably shorter than the 
electronic resolving time of the apparatus. Thus) the obs e rved cor-
relation pattern will be that of Eq. (7), integr a ted over the inter-
mediate state lifetime. The result of the integrat ion ~ppears as 
00 
~ J -e-t/TW(8JHJt) dt 
0 
- 10 -
k 
max 
~ w c e J H) o<.: 1 + L 
N=2 
(even) 
b cos(N8 - NDB) N 
J 
(8) 
b4 = (35A44 /64)/(l + A2/4 + 9A44 /64)J and tan (N68) = Nmr . 
The coincidence counting rates in the experiment are proportional to 
the quantity W(8JH) . In practice) the magnetic field direct ion is 
reversed periodically and the quantity 
E:(8) = W( 8 ,H) - W( 8, -H) 
w c e J H) + w c e J - H) 
k 
max NmrbNsin(N8) 
2 
1 + (Nmr) N=2 
(even ) 
k 
max 
1 +) 
L_J 
N=2 
(even) 
bNcos (N8) 
1 + (Nmr) 2 
J (9) 
which is independent of the normalization of the funct i on W(8JH)J is 
determined . The g-factor of the intermediate state is then deduced) 
using Eqs. (6) and (9) J from a knowledge of E:(8) J H, T and experi -
mentally measured value s of A22 and A44 • This method of g-factor 
measurement is known as the "integral reversed field method of the 
perturbed angular corre l ation technique" C9). 
The quantity mr is referred to as the spin rotation angle) since 
it represen t s the mean angle o f precession of the nuclear spin while in 
the intermediate state. At present) a value for mr of 0.01 rad. is 
about the smallest one can measure wi th reasonable accuracy. For a 
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-9 g-factor of~ 0.4 and a mean life of T ~ 10 sec., Eq. (6) indicates a 
nagnetic field of H ~ 5 kG may be sufficient to produce a measurable ffiT. 
This is the case for the measurement in 182w described in Chapter IV. 
169 171 In the measurements on Tm and Tm (cf. Chapter V), t he shortest 
lifetimesT are approximately 8 x 10-ll sec. For t he se a field of at 
least 60 kG is needed. A laboratory magnet which produces such a 
large field is not necessary since the rare earth thulium atom is 
paramagnetic and enhances the applied field by a factor of five at 
the nucleus. Finally, in the measurement 106 lifetime on Pd where a 
T ~ L, x 10 - 12 sec. applies, no laboratory magnet can produce the large 
field (~ 500 kG) needed, nor is the palladium atom strongly para-
magnetic. In this case, advantage will be taken of the large internal 
hyperfine field at the site of a Pd nucleus in a ferromagnetic lattice. 
Since E(G) is the experimentally measured quantity,. the size of the 
coefficients Akk must of course be large enough to permit the measure-
ment of the spin rotation. 
II.4 Perturbation of the Angular Correlation by Fluctuating Electric 
or Magne tic Fields 
In addition to fields applied by the experimenter, t he nuclei under 
study experience magnetic fields and electric field gradients ar ising 
from their chemical environment. These fields fluctuate in time with 
the thermal vibrations in a solid or molecular collisions in a liquid. 
The fluctuations of the fields' magnitudes and directions are, in most 
cases, random in time. The effect of these time-dependent interactions 
on an angular correlation has been treated by Abragam and Pound (lO)_ To 
- 12 -
characterize the randomness of the fluctuations) they define a "cor-
+ 
relation function" G(T) as the ensemble average of the product 
(f(t)f (t - T))) where f(t) is some scalar random function of time. The 
function G(T) indicates the degree to which the value of 'f' at time 
't' can be predicted from a knowledge of 'f' at the earlier time 't - T'. 
Abraga1n and Pound (lO) assume that the form G(T) = G(O). exp (-T /T ) 
c 
applies to the case of a liquid source. The constant T ) so defined) 
c 
is known as the correlation time and represents the time after which 
f(t) has significantly changed its value. When taking the time-depend-
ent perturbing fields into account) they find that Eqs. (1) and (7) 
are modified to 
and 
1 + 
k 
max 
k=2 
(even) 
k 
max 
""' L k=2 
(even) 
exp(-~kt) Akk Pk(cos(e - wt))) 
(11) 
respectively. The exponential character of the attenuation factors has 
been predicted by Dillenburg and Maris(ll)for an interaction random in 
space and time) regardless of the nature) strength) or frequency of the 
interaction. The constant ~k is proportional to the correlation time 
T • 
c 
+ 
Specifically) for an electric interaction(lZ) 
This term is not related to the term "angular correlation". 
- 13 -
T . )2/ 2 )2 A = c (I+ l)( 2I + 3) (~ {2-.Y [l - (21 + i)W(I2kI)II))) 
k 40 (21 - l)I n \ ~ 2 
oz (12) 
and for a magnetic interaction(l 2) 
A = k 
2T 
c 
3 ( 
gµ H. ) 2 
I(I + 1) Nn mt [l - (21 + l)W(Ilkl)II)). (13) 
The undefined quantities are the electric quadrupole moment of the 
intermediate state) Q) the g-factor of that state) g) the electric 
field gradient and magnetic field at the nucleus) c2v/cz 2 and H. ) 
. int 
respectively) and the Racah(l3)coefficients; W. 
The total time integrated correlation functions corresponding to 
Eqs. (10) and (11) are 
k 
max 
W(8)' oC 1 + .L 
k=2 
(even) 
(14) 
and) the complex but manageable expression for k 4, 
max 
(15) 
35 cos ( 48 - 468 41) } 
+ 2 1/2 ) [l + (4rorG44) ) 
respectively) where tan(N68Nk) = N0nGkk and Gkk = 1/(1 + AkT) · 
In the measurement to be described on 106Pd) the pallad ium atom 
is assumed to be located in a regular lattice site of cubic Fe metal . 
- 14 -
-12 The extremely short intermediate state lifetime} T ~ 4 x 10 sec.} 
and the absence of an electric quadrupole interaction in a cubic sym-
metry indicate the product AkT is very small and the integral attenua-
tion coefficients Gkk are approximately unity. On the other hand} the 
182 169 171 W} Tm} and Tm measurements were carried out with liquid 
sources. The size of the attenuation of an angular correlation in 
18~} in the chemical environment used here} has been measured by 
.. (14) Korner et al. . No such data are available for the case of thulium. 
In thulium the lifetimes of the nuclear levels are relatively long 
-10 (~ 5 x 10 sec.)} and the paramagnetic atomic structure of thuliwn 
permits a strong time-dependent magnetic interaction. Thus, for a 
1 . f 10-11 (15) , corre ation time T o ~ sec. in a liquia source, the quantity 
c 
AkT could be appreciable. In Chapter V a measurement of the attenua-
tion factor c22 is described which uses the f act that Tc is roughly 
proportional to the viscosity of the liquid source. This asslli~p tion is 
based on the studies of Debye(l6)on the properties of liquids made 
up of polar molecules and of Bloembergen et al~ll) on NMR measurements 
of spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation times in liquids. The 
studies show that, to a good approximation, the correlation time T 
c 
is proportional to the ratio of viscosity to temperature. 
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III. MEASUREMENT OF THE V.iAGNETIC MOMENT OF THE SECOND EXCITED I re 2+ 
TWO-PHONON VIBRATIONAL STATE IN l06Pd 
III.l Int roduction - Vibr at i onal Models 
106 The excit ed states of the even-even nucleus Pd are populated 
106 . in the decay of Ru according to the partial decay scheme shown in 
(18) Fig. 3 As is the ca se with most medium weight even-even nuclei, 
:re + :re + + 
a first excited I = 2 state is observed followed by an I = 0 ) 2 ) 
+ 4 triplet of levels at approximat e ly twic e the excitation ener gy of 
the first excit ed state. This genera l level structure is predicted by 
. (19 20) . . 
the harmonic vibrational model for a spherical nucleus ) ) which 
describes the first excit ed state as one quantum of vibrational ener gy 
nm built on t he I re = O+ spherical ground state. The correct spin and 
parity are obtained i f the an gular dependence of the vibratory mode is 
represented by the second order spherical harmon ics Y2µ(8~) ( i. e ., a 
quadrupole vibration). Two non-interacting vibrational quanta or 
" phonons" form a degenerate triplet of stat e s with I re = O+, 
an ener gy 2hm. This semi-clas s ical approach treats the nucleus as a 
fluid-type mass . The motions of many individual nucleons are as sumed 
to be correlated in a coherent f ash ion so as to produce a collective 
mass flow which resembles harmonic shape oscillations. The inertial and 
restoring force parameters, introduced in a-phenomenological way, must 
be determined from experiment. 
In addition to l evel energ i es) this macroscopic vibrational model 
yie lds predictions concerning electromagnetic transition rates between 
vibr ational levels. Speci f ically, the collective quadrupole vibrational 
nature of the states leads to greatly enhanced electric quadrupole (E2) 
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transition rates) from the second In 2+ state to the first and from 
the first I n = 2+ state to the ground state) over those expected for 
transitions involving a sing le nucleon. The ratio R o f these rates 
defined as 
R B(E2:2' -> 2)/B(E2:2-) O) (16) 
is predicted to be R = 2. However) an electric quadrupole transition 
-L. 
from the second excited 2' state to the ground state) which entails the 
destruction of two phonons) is forbidden) as is the one- phonon magnetic 
-L. 
dipole (Ml) transition from the second to the first 2' state. From 
Table lJ which lists experimental values o f the pertinent reduced 
transition probabilities) it is seen that the properties of 106Pd are 
approximately thos e predicted for a spherical vibrational nucleus. In 
this schemeJ the g-factor of a vibrational level (regardless of the 
number of phonons) is ~ Z/AJ since the angular momentum of the nuclear 
fluid is carried by all nucleons and the magnetic moment is produced 
only by the orbital motion of t he protons (neglecting intrinsic spin). 
The g - factors would be exactly Z/A if the nucleus were a uniformly 
charged liquid drop. 
A microscopic model of vibrational nuclei has also been 
(21 22) developed J which describes t he excitations as coherent super-
positions of many t wo-particle states. Short - range pairing forces and 
long-range quadrupole-quadrupole forces between nucleons were added to 
a nuclear Shell model (23)24) H ·1 . d . 1 . ami tonian) an approximate so utions were 
obtained. This model) which we can c a ll the "harmonic approximation") 
has the various names: Sawada's approximation) random phase approxi -
mationJ method of appr oximate second quant i~ation) method of linearized 
- 18 -
Table 1 
Transition Probabilities for 106Pd 
Quantity Exp. Value (a) I single Particle I Units I 
I 
B(E2; 2+ ~o+) 1.29 x - 4-9 2 10 e cm 4 44 
+1 ..!.. 
-49 2 4 B (E2; 2 ~ 2') 1.30 x 10 e cm 44 
B(E2; 2 +1 ~ O+) 0.29 - 50 2 x 10 e cm 4 1 
B (E2; +1 ~ 2+) 2 LOO ± 0.37 = R 
B(E2; 2+ ~ O+) 
+1 ~ 2+) - Lr 2 B(M l ; 2 ~ 1. 7 x 10 (nm) 
a ) P.H . Stelson and F.K. McGowan) Phys. Rev. 110 (1958) 489; 
and 121 (196 1) 209. 
- 19 -
equations of motion, and Dyson's new Tamm-Dancoff method. The inertial 
and restoring force parameters of the macroscopic model are replaced 
here by interaction force constants, some of which can be determined 
independently in measurements on nuclear reactions and scattering or 
from odd-even mass differences. . (25 26 27 28) The model predicts 1 1 1 , with 
fai~ success, the energies and transition probabiliiies for collective 
vibrational states. But, because of the "harmonic approximation" 
+ 
method used, the E2 transition from the second 2 to the ground state 
+ . + 
and the Ml transition from the second 2 to the first 2 state are 
forbidden, and the two - phonon triplet of states is expected to be 
degenerate. Also, since the model represents the elemental vibrational 
excitation as a true boson composed of many particle pairs, each 
+ coupled to angular momentum 2 1 the two-phonon (boson) state is expected 
to have the same g- factor as the one - phonon level. Lombard( 2S) has 
106 predicted the value of g = 0.53 for Pd which is close to the macro~ 
scopic mode l prediction of g ~ Z/A = 0.44. 
. 106 (29 1) Experimental evidence on properties of Pd 1 as well as 
many other medium weight vibrational nuclei have shown the g-factors of 
+ the firs t 2 states to be approximately equal to but usually somewhat 
less than Z/AC 30). However, in these s~~e nuclei the forbidden E2 
and Ml transitions mentioned above are found to be hindered but usually 
present, and the ratio of the reduced transition probabilities R is 
found to deviate significantly from the value R = 2 predicted by the 
mode ls C3l). Also, the two-phonon triplet is not found to be degenerate. 
. (32) Especially damaging is the recent evidence that the one-phonon 
states of some Cd, Te, Sn, Ba, and other isotopes possess static 
- 20 -
quadrupole deformations 1 which contradicts the picture of simple har-
monic motion about spherical equilibrium. Two approaches to the re-
solution of these discrepancies have been employed. In the first 1 the 
macroscopic model is used 1 and an anharmonicity is assumed to exist 1 
without regard for its physical origin 1 which causes the mixing of the 
one- and two-phonon states< 33). This technique success f ully accounts 
for values of the ratio R1 the static quadrupole moments 1 the non-zero 
values of B(E2: 2' --7 0) 1 and the splitting of the two-phonon triplet 1 but 
again requires B(Ml:2' -7 2) to be zero. The Ml rate is forced to zero 
since, if the Ml transition is forbidden between the pure states, 
the Ml transition amplitude between the mixed states is proportiona l to 
the difference in magnetic moments of the pure states and t h is must be 
zero in the case of a hydrodynamical fluid model where all g-factors 
are equal. 
The second, microscopic 1 approach to the problem is quite complex . 
It goes beyond the "harmonic approximation" by including phonon-phonon 
interaction terms in the Hamiltonian and also accounts for exchange 
terms and the Pauli exclusion principle for the particles forming a 
( 34) phonon . The structure of the basic phonon resulting from these 
calculations is now altered so that not only are t he electric quadrupole 
properties accounted for but the magnetic moments of the one- and two-
phonon states may now differ 1 allowing a fin ite value of B(Ml:2' --7 2) 
to exist( 3S). Yamamura et al. <36 ) have pointed out that the inclusion 
of the above-mentioned corrections to the "harmonic approximation" 
method have so severe an effect on the predicted structure of the two-
phonon state that the concept of a two-phonon excitation may begin to 
- 21 -
break down. The data in Table 1 indicate the presence of anharmonic 
106 
effects in the nucleus Pd. An experimental test of the equality of 
the one- and two-phonon state magnetic moments should indicate whether 
the two-phonon state has large components of particle configurations 
unrelated to a vibrational mode or whether it can be considered a true 
vibrational state. 
III.2 Experimental Procedure and Apparatus 
a. The Gamma-Gamma Cascade 
:re + Figure 3 shows a gamma - gamma cascade through the I = 2 two-
phonon state at 1128 keV in 106Pd appropriate for the measurement of the 
g-factor. The gamma -ray energies are 873 keV and 1128 keV in the 
+ + + 
cascade 0 (E2)2 (E2)0 . The expected angular correlation coefficients 
corresponding to this spin sequence are the largest known (theoreti-
cally A22 = 0.357 and A44 = 1.143). Because of inconsistencies in the 
literatureC 37 ) regarding the existence and placement of some gamma 
transitions in the 106Pd level scheme, we undertook a preliminary 
measurement using a Ge(Li) semiconductor detector with high energy 
resolution. The Ge(Li) detector spectrum was stored in a 4096 channel 
pulse height analyzer . A portion of the resulting spectrum is shown in 
Fig. 4. It is evident that the only gamma tr ansitions of substantial 
intensity in the energy region of interest are the 873 keV, 1050 keV 
and 1128 keV transitions. It is known that the 1050 keV transition 
does not populate a spin O+ stateC 37 ,l3). Therefore, the measurement 
of angular correlation coefficients consistent with a o+ - 2+ - o+ spin 
sequence, to be reported in Section III.3, indicates that the 1050 keV 
and 873 keV transitions are not in coincidence and that no interfering 
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cascades are present in the current measurement. 
- 12 
The lifetime of the intermediate state is so short (T = 3.5 x 10 
(31 38) 
sec. ' ) that a very large magnetic field is needed to obtain an 
observable spin rotation angle. To produce this field, use is made of 
the large internal hyperfine field at the site of a Pd nucleus in an 
Fe lattice. This technique of obtaining large fields is described in 
Ref. (39) and in references cited there. The hyperfine fields at 
impurity sites in an Fe lattice have been found to vary with tempera -
ture in approximately the same way that the bulk magnetizat ion of the 
host lattice varies(40). This indicates that a sizeable contribution 
to the observed hyperfine fields arises from conduction electrons 
polarized through exchange interactions with the 3d electrons of the 
Fe atom. The size of the hyperfine field is a lso known to vary from 
one impurity element to another and in fact changes sign in some regions 
of the per{odic table(40). This effect indicates atomic core electron 
polarization a l so contributes to the observed fields. Although quanti-
tative theoretical calculat ions of these fields based on the phenomena 
of conduction e l ectron and core electron polarization have not proven 
accurate, the ava ilable empir i cal values of the field strengths from 
Mossbauer effect, nuclear magnetic resonance, nuclear orientation, and 
perturbed angular correlation measurements may be used i n the deter-
mination of nuclear moments. In par ticular, the field at Pd in Fe has 
(41) . 
been measured to be H. 594 ± 12 kG using the spin e cho int 
technique of NMR at liquid hel i um temperature. This total internal field, 
H. , is composed of the large hyperf i ne field mentioned above as well int 
as the so-called Lorentz field which arises from the bulk magnetization 
- 24 -
of the material and the field produced by nearby atoms which may possess 
an induced dipole moment. The small external aligning field and the 
demagnetization factor accounting for sample shape can usually be 
neglected. 
b. Source Preparation and t he Ma gnet 
106 The parent radioactivity used in the measurement was Ru ob-
tained from Oak Ridge National Laboratory in the form of ruthenium tri-
chloride in HCl solution. The solution was neutralized, and the 
ruthenium hydroxide precipitate was collected and placed on an Fe dish 
of high purity (99.99 percent). The dish was placed on a flux -
concentrating silver boat in t he coil of a 5 kW induction furna ce and 
heated in a hydrogen atmosphere to reduce the hydroxide to ruthenium 
metal. The hydrogen was then replaced by argon gas, and the temperature 
raised to melt the Fe dish. Ruthenium metal is soluble in Fe(42 ) and 
dissolved with the loss of only 10 percent of the initial radioactivity. 
The high specific activity of the Ru sample allowed the preparation 
6 
of a source with sufficient activity for the measurement c~ 3 x 10 
decay/sec.) while maintaining a dilute solution of Ru in Fe (0.01 atomic 
percent Ru). The Ru-Fe alloy ingot was then placed in a hardened 
steel drill bushing and coined between two hardened drill blanks into 
t he shape of a right circular cylinder of 7/32 in. diameter and 
approximately 1/4 in. length . The external aligning magnetic field 
was supplied by a small cylindrically symmetric electromagnet having 
a 11 toroidal H" geometry in whic h the coined source was used to comp lete 
the continuous flux return path. This magnet design minimizes external 
- 25 -
fringing fields in the region of the radiation detectors. To further 
reduce the stray fields, a compensation coil, which carried an ad-
justable fraction of the magnet current, was wound on the magnet body. 
In this way, the stray field due to the magnet was reduced to l ess than 
-4 5 x 10 G in the region of the detectors. Diagrams of the melting 
apparatus and magnet are given in Figs. 5 and 6. 
c. Detectors and Electronic Appa ratus 
The gamma rays were detected by two identical 3 x 3 in. NaI(Tl) 
scintillation crystal spectrometers including ten-stage photomultiplier 
tubes. The multipliers were wrapped in several layers of netic and co-
netic foils to minimize the i nfluence of the small stray magnetic fields 
on mu ltiplier gain, and lead collimators prevented the detection of 
scattered radiation by the crystals. A diagram of the photomultiplier 
assembly is given in Fig. 7. 
Pulses from the detectors were analyzed by a slow-fast coincidence 
counting apparatusC 43), a schematic block diagram of which is presented 
in Fig. 8. The photomultiplier anode pulses were split into low and 
high frequency components. A low level discriminator accepting the 
high frequency component was gated on only when the low frequency signal, 
whose amplitude is roughly proportional to the energy of the incident 
ganuna ray, exceeded a threshold determined by a second discriminator . 
Thus, pulses corresponding to the intense 512 keV and 621 keV transi-
tions were rejected by the fast electronics without creating excessive 
electronic dead time. The two low level discr iminator signals, one 
corresponding to each detector, jointly operated a time-to-amplitude 
converter (TAC), whose output pulse height is proportional to the time 
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INSULATING COIL --<r--7'"'; 
FOR MS 
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COMPENSATION 
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SCALE 2:\ 
Figure 6 
ALU MIN UM 
GUIDE 
RADIOACT I VE 
ALLOY SAMPLE 
COIL 
Cross-section of the 11 toroidal H1 1 magnet used in the measurement on 
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CRYSTAL 
ENCAPSULATION 
3 11 X 311 Na l ( T I ) 
SCI NTILLATION 
CRYSTAL 
DUMONT 6363 
PHOTOMULTIPLIER TU BE 
Figure 7 
MAGN ETIC 
SHIELDING 
Cross -section of Nal(Tl) scintillation crysta l spectrometer used in 
the measurement on 106Pd. 
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between the arrival o f the two input signals. The photomultiplier 
dynode pulses) after suitable amplification and amplitude discrimina-
tion by a single-channel analyzer) were accepted by a slow(time 
constants of the order of l0-6sec.) coincidence circ~it. In addition to 
pulses from the single-channel analyzers) the coincidence circuit 
accepted a logic pulse from the TAC which indicated the successful 
processing of a fast pulse pair. The time spectrum provided by the 
TAC was stored in subsections of a 400 -channel pulse height analyzer) 
which was gated on by the slow coincidence circuit according to the 
direction of aligning magnetic field or the angle between the two 
detectors. As can be seen from Fig. 8) each detector supplied pulses 
to t wo single-channel analyzers allowing both the 873 keV and 1128 keV 
ganuna rays to be accepted in each detector channel. Th i s technique 
doubled the rate of data collection and served to eliminate systematic 
errors arising from small errors in the positioning of the detectors. 
The Na l (Tl) scintillation spectrum as well as the settings of the 
single-channel ana l yzers is shown in Fig. 9) and a typical time-to-
amplitude spectrum is given in Fig. 10 . 
III.3 Results 
Coincidence counting rates were measured for several values of 
the ang l e between detectors to determine the angular correlation coe f -
ficients for the geometry used. The experimental values of the 
function W(8) of Eq. (1) are plotted in Fig. 11) where the result of a 
least-squares fit to the data is also shown. The fitted values of the 
correlation coefficients were found to be A22 = 0 .262 ± 0.007 and 
- 31 -
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Garruna-ray scintil l ation spectrum of 106Pd as observed by the detector 
a ss emb l y shown in F::.g . 7. The settings of the single -channel analy -
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Typical time - to - amplitude converter pulse height spectrum as stored in 
the multichannel analyzer (for 106Pd). 
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874-1128keV Ga mma Casc ade 
o Exp er i m en ta I C o in c id e n c e 
Cou nt ing Rates 
.---o 
I 0 
----
0 
~i!ted An gular Correlation 
A22 = 0·267 ~ A44 = 0 ·618 
120° 
8 
Figure 11 
0-.._,_ 
Func t ion 
Plot of the experimentally measured coincidence counting rate fo r f our 
angles between detectors and the theoretical function fitted to the 
data. The size of the plotted points is greater than the statistical 
error. 
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A44 = 0.618 ± 0.008 . The finite solid angle subtended by t he detectors 
and small angle scattering of the garruna rays in the source and magnet 
material account f or the difference between the observed and theoretical 
values of these coefficients. To measure the quantity E defined in 
Eq. (9), the angle between the detectors was fixed at ei t her 150° or 
210° where IE\ is expected to be a maximum. During each experimental 
run, lasting one day, the magnet ic field direction was reversed every 
three minutes. To check the effect of stray fields on the photo -
multiplier gain, the singles counting rates from the four single -
channel analyzers were monitored and found to be independent o f magnetic 
field direction to better than 0.01 percent. 
Twenty - seven such runs were performed, each accumulating 7 x 104 
coincidence counts, and the weighted average of the results yielded 
0 0 - 2 E(l50 ) = - E(210 ) = (0.566 ± 0.074) x 10 . The statistical 
consistency of the data was excellent, as indicated by the norma lized 
chi-square of 0.98. As a control experiment,the effect in the random 
bac kgr ound of the time spectrum was also calculated and was found to be 
E d = (-0.49 ± 1.36) x 10- 3, consistent with a null result. The 
ran om 
spin rotation ang le illT, 
Eq. (9), was ror = (3.63 
determined from E,A22 , 
-3 
± 0.47) x 10 rad. 
and A44 by means of 
The lifetime of the li28 keV level has been deduced from Coulomb 
excitation experiments by Stelson and McGowan( 3l) to be 1 = (5.1 ± 1.9) 
- 12 
x 10 sec. (38) and by Gangrksii et al . to be 1 = (3.32 ± 0 . 5 1) x 10 - 12 
- 12 
sec. We adopt the weighted average of T = (3.46 ± 0.49) x 10 sec. 
The measurement of the int ernal hyperfine field at Pd in Fe of H = int 
-5 94 ± 12 kG by Kontani and Itoh( 4 l) was conducted at the temperature 
- 35 -
of liquid helium, whereas our measurements were performed at room 
temperature. To correct for the difference in temperature, we use the 
( L;4) 
results of Johansson et al. , who found that the field at Pd in Fe 
shows essentially the same temperature dependence as the bulk magneti-
zation of the Fe lattice. From their data we find the appropri ate 
field for room temperature is H = -573 ± 20 kG. Finally; using t he int 
adopted value of T and H. and our measured value of WT, we find from int 
Eq. (6) that the g-factor of the 1128 keV state in 106Pd is g2 , 
± 0.071. 
0.370 
Fields at impurity sites in an Fe lattice may be a function of the 
history of the sample and the impurity concentration. In our case) we 
can neglect possible concentration effects in our extremely dilute 
alloy; however, to check the effect of the mechanical stresses present 
in the source, we measured the spin rotation of the first 2+ state at 
. 106 512 keV in Pd in the experimental configuration described above. 
This control experiment gave a value of WT= (1.73 -2 ± 0.02) x 10 rad. 
in excellent agreement with the earlier result of WT= (1.76 ± 0.03) 
-2 (29) 
x 10 rad. obtained by Auerbach et al. . Thus it appears that the 
field in our source is the same as that found in previous investigations. 
Assuming a lifetime -12 (31) of T = (17.3 ± 1.1) ~ 10 sec. for this state 
and the previously quoted value of H. , we find a = 0.365 ± 0.028. int 0 2 
In addition, the ratio of the moments of the one- and two-phonon states 
is now found to be g21 /g 2 = 1.01 ± 0.20, a value independent of the 
assumed strength of the internal hyperfine field. 
- 36 -
111.4 Conclusion 
The results indicate that the g-factor of the second excited 
:rr 2+ · l06Pd . 1. ' 1 1 h Z /A d . 1 h l = state in is s ignt y ess t an an is equa to t e 
g-factor of the first excited 2+ state, within reasonable limits of 
error. This agrees with the predictions of the macroscopic model 
described in Section 111 . l for both the pure harmonic assumption and 
the modified version which allows the mixing of one - and two-phonon 
states through anharmonic terms. The result is also consistent with 
the microscopic 11 harmonic approximation 11 model. From the equality of 
the g - factors and the very small, if not zero, value of B(Ml:2' __, 2) 
(cf . Table 1), we can conclude that, although the microscopic model 
extended to include corrections to the "harmonic approximation" is 
needed to account for the Fermi statistics of a system of nucleons, 
:rr + the detailed par t icle configuration of the two - phonon I = 2 state is 
not altered by these corrections to the extent predicted by Yamamura 
et al. C36 ). Unfortunately, no quantitative predictions of the second 
. + 
excited 2 level moment based on this microscopic model are available 
for comparison. 
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IV re MEASUREMENT OF THE VlAGNET IC MOMENT OF AN I == 2 TWO -QUASIPARTICLE 
STATE I N 18 2w 
IV.l Introduction - Rotational Mode l a nd Strong Coupling 
Nuclei with mass numbers in the range 150 < A < 190 have long 
been known to possess static quadrupole s hape deformations and to dis -
1 1 1 h d . . 1 . . (45;19) p ay energy eve sc emes correspon ing to rotationa excitations . 
The phenomenological rotational model developed by Bohr and Mottelson(l 9) 
accounts very well for observed properties of rotational bands. Indi-
vidual nucleon orbits in the deformed potential have been computed by 
(46) (47) Nilsson and Rassey . Upon each intrinsic configuration of 
particle orbits is built a rotational band whose energies (with one 
exception described in Chapt e r V) follow the I(I + 1) spacing rule for 
182 
a rig id rotator. The deformed nucleus -w; whose partial l eve l scheme 
is shown in Fig . 12 (l 3), displays a well - f ormed rotational band built 
re + 
on the I == 0 ground state. Above 1 MeV , t he energy levels become 
quite dense and consist of rotational bands built on vibrational and 
particle excitations of the deformed core. The Ire 2 level a t 1289 
keV has been identifiedC43 ) a s the lowest state of a °K 2" ro-
. 1 b d I . . . · ( 4 9) f tationa an . ts intrinsic st ructure assignment o· 
p512+[402] p912 _[514 ] has been con firmed by comparison of t he 1289 keV 
M2 transition r a te with those between corresponding single part icle 
states in neighboring odd-mass nuclei( 50). The quan tum number K is the 
projection of the tot a l angular momentum on t he symme try axis of the 
rotationa lly symme tric nucleus and is a good quantum number in the 
rot at ional model. The designations p512+[402] and p912 _[514] indicate 
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+ that two-proton quasiparticles have been excited from the even-even 
core into the single par ticle Nilsson( 46 ) orbits [402)5/2+ and [514)9/2-, 
respectively . The first orbit has angular momentum projection n1 = 5/2 
on the nuclear symmetry axis, and the second has n2 = 9/2. The value of 
K 2 is thus obtained for the rotational band. A band with 
K n1 + n2 = 7 has not been positively ident ified, but may occur at 
a higher excitation energy than the K = 2 band. A state at 1961 keV 
with Irr= 7- is a likely candidate. 
Only two parameters, gK and gR, are needed to describe t he 
magnetic properties of a K = 2 rotational band. The quantity gR is 
the rotational or collective g - factor of the core as a whole, and gK 
is the contribution of the intrinsic particle structure. In order to 
investigate the way in which t he t wo excited protons couple to the 
even core and to each other, an experimental determination of gK is 
desirable. . (52) In particular, the nstrong-coupling' 1 rule , which 
neglects particle-particle int eractions and assumes each particle to be 
independently coupled to the deformed core, can be tested. 
Grigor 1 ev et al. C4S) have deduced magnetic dipole transition rates 
among t he first three levels of the K = 2 rotational band from a 
measured lifetime and internal conversion and gamma-ray transit ion 
intensities. In doing so, the intrinsic electric quadrupole moment for 
+ In accounting for t he effect of the short-range pairing force be -
tween like particles in nuc lei, it was found that, in order to retain 
the simple Nilsson orbital picture, a new mathematical construct called 
a quasiparticle had to be introducedC51) . For our purposes the dif-
ference between particle and quasiparticle is not important. 
- 40 -
the K = 2 band was assumed to be the same as t ha t of the ground state 
K = 0 band. From the deduced Ml transition rates within the band, 
1 d by (20,19) which in the rotationa mo el are given 
E(Ml:I.K 
i 
2 
nm 
(17) 
the value of \gK - gR\ was determined. Thus a measurement of the 
magnetic moment of a state in the band, which can be expres sed as(l 9) 
(18) 
will allow the direct determination of gK . We therefore undertook the 
n 
measurement of the magnetic moment of the I 2 band head using the 
general technique described in Chapter II. 
IV.2 Experimental Procedure and Apparatus 
a. The Gamma -Gamma Cascade and the Magnet 
From the level scheme of Fig. 12, it is seen that two gamma-
gamma cascades through the 1289 keV I n = 2 level can be used: namely, 
the 264 1289 keV cascade with the spin sequence 4-(E2)2-(M2)0+ and 
the 264 - 1189 keV cascade with the spin sequence 4-(E2)2-(El)2+ are 
appropriate. The measured halflife of the 2 level of T112 = (1.00 ± 
-9 (53) 0.05) x 10 sec. is large enough for a measurable spin rotation 
to be produced using an external magnetic field. A water cooled 
electromagnet was fabricated which supplies a field greater than 30 kG 
in a 1 mm pole gap. A diagram of the magnet assembly is given in 
Fig. 13. The iron magnet body, which serves as a flux return path, was 
- 41 -
Figure 13 
COOLING WATER 
INLETS AND OUTLETS 
BRASS COIL FORM 
COPPER WIRE iMBEDDED IN 
EPOXY CASTING RESIN 
AR MCO IRON 
MAG NET CASE . 
(4" DIAMETER) 
Cutaway view of the high - field electromagnet used in the 18 2w 
experiment. 
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designed to minimize external fringing fields. A current of approxi -
mately 30 amperes was drawn from the secondary coils of a direct 
current generator, and field reversal was accomplished by reversing the 
small current in the primary coils. In this way, the problem of arc 
suppression, which arises when the current through an inductive load 
is abruptly changed, was avoided. 
b. Source Preparation and Detectors 
Radioactive 182Ta(T 112 = 115 days) was produced by thermal neutron 
181 
capture on Ta at the Materials Testing Reactor of the Idaho Nuclear 
Corporation. The source material was allowed to decay until the 
d bl d 183m (T 5 d ) ld . ou e neutron capture pro uct Ia 112 = ays cou not be 
detected. The Ta metal was then dissolved in hydrofluoric acid and 
sealed in a thin-walled (0.004 in.) polyethylene sack which was p laced 
in the pole gap of the magnet. A 4 x 4 in. NaI(Tl) scintillation 
crystal coupled to a magnetically shielded CBS 78 19 photomultiplier tube 
was used to detect the high-energy gamma rays. The 264 keV garru."11a ray, 
on the other hand, cannot be resolved by a NaI(Tl) detector to the 
exclusion of other interfering gamma transitions. Therefore to detect 
the 264 keV radiation, a Ge(Li) semiconductor detector operating at 
liquid nitrogen t emperature was used. A schematic diagram of the 
detectors is given in Fig. 14. 
c. Electronics 
The electronic slow-fast coincidence counting system used was 
similar to that described in the previous chapter with two exceptions. 
Name ly, both gamma rays could not be accepted symmetrically in both 
detectors since the NaI(Tl) detector could not resolve the 264 keV 
- 43 -
RUBBER LIGHT GUARD STEEL RETAINING RING S Cu ABSORBER 
~--
CBS 7819 
PHOTOMULTIPLIER 
TU BE 
4"x4" Nol (Tl) 
SCINTILLAT ION 
CRYSTAL 
Pb SHIELD 
MAGNETIC ALUMINUM 
RETAINING 
RING 
TEFLON SPACER 
STAINLES S STEEL WALL 
I 
I i 1TO LIQUID NITROGEN 
Figure 14 
ALU MIN UM ENDCAP 
Pb ABSORBER 
Ge( Li ) ENC APSULATED 
DETECTOR 
VACUU M 
Cross-sectional diagram of the NaI(Tl) and Ge(Li) detector assemblies 
182 
used in the W experiment. 
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radiation; and no single-channel ana l yzer was needed in the slow 
NaI(Tl) channel. The energy selection for the NaI(Tl) spectrum was 
provided by a fast inte gra l discriminator. Figure 15 shows a block 
diagram of the electronic apparatus; and Figs. 16a and 16b display the 
spec tra in each detector and the spectral reg ions selected by the 
electronics. The signal from the time-to-amplitude converter was 
stored in subsections of the 400-channel pulse height analyzer according 
to the angle between detectors or the magnetic field direction as 
described in the previous chapter. A typical time spectrum is shown in 
Fig. 17. The best time resolution of a system containing a Ge(Li) 
detector is somewhat worse than that possible with t wo NaI(Tl) 
detectors (cf. Fig. 10). This is due; in part; to the greater sensi-
tivity of the shape of the leading edge of pulses from the Ge(Li) system 
to the electronic noise. The large size of the NaI(Tl) crystal employed 
and the integral energy discriminationalso contributed to the width of 
the prompt coincidence peaks shown in Fig. 17. 
IV.3 Results 
Based on tabulated values of theoretical angular correlation 
coefficientsC54) for all cascades accepted by the el ectronics) it is 
expected that the coefficient A44 for the cascades used is at least an 
order of magnitude smaller than A22 and can be neglected. Therefore the 
0 
ratio W(e)/W(90 ) (cf. Eq. (1)) was measured for several values of e; 
and for each measurement) the coefficient A22 was computed. The weighted 
average of all measurements was A22 = 0.0265 ± 0.0022) uncorrect ed for 
the finite solid angle subtended by the detectors. The results of an 
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angular correlation measurement by Korner e t al. (14) have shown that 
the attenuation of A22 due to f luctuating f iel ds is small compared to 
our statistical errors . The correction for t h is effect can t herefore 
be neglected. The small value of A22 is not only due to t he fin it e 
solid angle effect) but is also due in lar ge par t to dilution of t he 
correlation by gamma cascades other than the two previously mentioned . 
From F{gs. 12 and 16a) one sees that the 1222 keV and 1122 keV radiations 
are accepted with the 1289 keV and 1189 keV gammas in t he NaI(T l) 
detector. These are in coincidence with the 264 keV gamma ray through 
an undetected intense 67 keV (El) transition. Al t hough t he se competing 
cascades s e rve to dilute t he measured angular correlation, they do not 
interfere with the spin rotation measurement since they pass through 
the state of interest and under go the same precession as t he direct 
cascade. The fact that the competing cascade s also pass t hr ough t he 
1l + I = 2 state at 1222 keV does not inf luence the measurement because the 
+ - 12 lifetime of that 2 level is too short (3 x 10 s ec.) to contribute 
a measurable precession. 
The measurement of the field effect E (cf. Eq. ( 9)) was perform~d 
in six two - day runs) each collecting 5 x 105 coincidence counts. The 
weighted average of the results was E(l35°) = ( - 0 .435 ± 0.092) x 10 - 2 . 
Using Eq. (9) and the experimental values of E and A 22 ) a spin rotation 
angle of (J)T = - 0.116 ± 0 . 026 rad. was f ound. The magnetic field strength 
was measured using a "flip coil" composed of five turns of copper wire 
which was alternately inserted and withdrawn from the pole gap of the 
magnet. The induced current was measured with a ba llistic galvano-
meter and compared wi th results from a standard magnetic field. In 
- so -
this way, the field was found to be H 
ext 
32.5 ± 0.3 kG. With this 
- 9 
value of H and the measured lifetime of T = (1.44 ± 0.07) x 10 
ext 
(53) re 
sec. , Eq. (6) yields a vakue for the g - factor of the I = 2 level 
of g = 0.52 ± 0.12 corresponding to a magnetic moment o f µ = 1.04 ± 
0.24 nm. 
IV . 4 Conclusion 
In order to compare the experimental value of µ 2 _ with the pre -
d . . f h l' . . C52) 1 iction o t e strong - coup ing app roximation , we must ca cu late the 
value of gK in the strong- coupling limit and assume a value of gR 
appropr i ate f or the deformed nuclear core. The details of our calcula -
tion of gK are given in Append ix A. Recent values of Nilsson wave -
f . l ' d d . 1 . 1 . (SS) f unction amp i tu es an sing e partic e magnetic parameters or 
the proton orbits in question we~e obtained for a deformation parameter 
der i ved from the observed gr ound state rotational band i ntrinsic 
quadrupole moment of Q = 6.57 ± (56) The values of gK 0.06 barn . 0 
computed from the relcat i on (cf. App. A, Eq. (9A)) 
(19) 
were gK = 0.906, assuming the free nucleon va lue of the proton spin g -
eff factor, and gK = 0.953, if gs 
+ (59) 
spin po l arization effects 
free 0.6 gs is assumed to account for 
182 The even - even core of W, when two 
+ A s ystematic study of t he magnetic moments of states in rotational 
bands of odd mas s .·.;_iclei (57) has s hown that the Nilsson model can 
successfully predict these moments only i f g~ff = 0 . 6g~ree is assumed 
for the nucleon spin g- factor. This apparent quenching of the nuc leon 
s pin is produced by a residual spin - sp in interaction between the 
valence nucleon and the nucleons in the deformed core(58) . 
- 51 -
protons are excited into unpaired single particle states, is that of 
the ground state of 180Hf. We can assume the value of gR appropriate 
to our problem is gR = 0.34 ± 0.03 which is the experimentally measured 
Va "1ue .c.Lor 180Hf (60) . Th· · · · · f · d b h r- h is assumption is JUSti -ie y t e £act tat 
nuclear model calculations of collective gR-factors(6 l) have shown that 
180 the addition of a proton in an outer orbital of Hf does not materially 
change the predicted value of gR. Insertion of the above values of gK 
and gR into Eq . (18) yields predicted values of µr = 1.44 nm for er as 
free 
and 1.50 for 0 .6 free of gs µ2 _ = nm gs = er Our measurement "'s 
µ 2_ = 1.04 ± 0.24 nm is considerably smaller than the strong- coupling 
limit prediction . 
If we utilize the reported value of \gK - gR\ = 0.50 ± 0.11 by 
' (48) Grigor'ev et al. and our value of µ 2_, the parameters gK and gR 
can be deduced separately without recourse to specific measurements 
in other nuclei or to theoretical calculations. Values of gR = 0.18 ± 
0 . 14 and gR = 0. 86 ± 0. 14 are obtained, in t h is way, from Eq. (18) 
assuming the sign of (gK - gR) to be positive or ne gative, re spectively. 
Only the smaller value of gR is in reasonable agreement with the 
systematic trends of gR values(6 l) in this region of nuclei. We 
therefore adopt a positive sign for (gK - gR) and re-order Eq. (18) to 
read 
K
2 1 
I (I + l)J) (20) 
from which we arrive at a value of gK = 0.69 ± 0.13. Again our value 
is considerably smaller than that predicted in t he strong-coupling 
limit. 
- 52 -
One explanation for the observed discrepancy is the breakdown 
of the strong - coupling scheme because of a residual proton-proton 
interaction which cannot be neglected. The only other available measure-
ment of a two - quasiparticle state magnetic moment in an even-even de-
. 172. (62) formed nucleus was performed in Yb where good agreement was found 
with the strong- coupling prediction. This, to some extent, supports 
our hypothesis of a residual interaction in 182w because the residual 
interaction is expected to become less significant relative to coupling 
with a deformed core as the deformation of the core increases(52) and 
the deformation of 172Yb i s considerably greater t han that of 18 2w.+ 
+ The deformation parameter~' defined by R = R0 [l + ~Y20 c e , ~) ] , which 
specifies the spheroidal shape of the nuclear surface, is related to the 
intrinsic electric quadrupole moment by Q0oe ZR0 2 ~, where R0 is the mean (62 56) 
nuclear radius . From known values of the quadrupole moments ' , we 
find that ~( 172Yb)/0( 18 2w) ~ 1.3 . 
- 53 -
v. MEASUREMENTS ON THE GROUND STATE ROTATIONAL BANDS OF 169Tm AND lllTm 
V.l Introduction 
169 171 The highly deformed nuclei, Tm and Tm, exhibit well·-formed 
K = 1/2 ground state rotational bands built on the [411] 1/2 Nilsson 
orbital. The spectroscopic properties of these bands have been pre -
viously studied by many workers. In this chapteswe report measure-
n + n + 
ments of the magnetic moments of the I = 7/2 and I = 5/2 band 
members in each nucleus, the E2/Ml mixing amplitude of the 5/2+ __, 3/2+ 
transl.ti'on ", ,-_ 169Tm, d 1 · · t 't' · th _: · an some re ative gamma -ray in ensi ies in e 
decay of 171Er. As can be seen from the partial level schemes of 
169Tm and 171Tm given in Figs. 18 and 19(l3), respectively, the 
spacing of the few lowest energy levels does not follow the I(I + 1) 
rule for a rigid rotator. This behavior is characteristic of a K = 1/2 
rotational band. It arises from the fact that the Hamiltonian in the 
unified+ model description may be written as( 20) 
H ( 21) 
-? 
where H. is essentially the Ni lsson Hami ltonian and I is .the total in tr 
angular momentum with a z -c omponent in the nuclear body fixed frame of 
I 0 . The I± and j ± are the total and intrinsic angular momentum raising 
and lowering operators, respectively. ~ is the effective moment of 
inertia of the deformed nucleus. The I(I + 1) spacing rule arises from 
the second term in Eq. (21). The third term represents a coupling 
energy between the collective rotational motion and the intrinsic 
+ The term unified model is commonly used to refer jointly to the 
rotational model and Nilsson model. 
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nuclear motion, usually referred to as the Coriolis interaction energy . 
To lowest order, it gives rise to couplings between rotational bands 
with LIK ± 1 and is normally treated in f irst order perturbation 
theory. 
The synunetrized eigenfunctions of this Hamiltonian, neglecting 
are O~;ven by( 20) the Coriolis term, ~ ~ 
I 
1j!MK (22) 
in which D~K are the well-known rotation matrices and the ~ are the 
eigenstates of H. . Now it is evident that the & = ± 1 Coriolis in tr 
interaction will couple the two te rms in Eq. (22) if K = 1/2. In 
other words, the Coriolis term in Eq. (21) has non-zero diagonal matrix 
elements for a K = 1/2 band and thus chan ge s the simple I(I + 1) energy 
(20) 
spacing rule to 
E total 
2 
E. + 112 "' [I(I + 1) + a(-l)I + l/
2 (I + 1/2)]. 
in tr l\:5 
The parameter 'a', defined by the intrinsic matrix element, 
(23) 
(24) 
is the famous energy decoupling factor for K = 1/2 bands. It is this 
unique level spacing featur e which accounts for the very small differ-
ence in energy of the In 5/2+ and 7/2+ states in these bands (cf. 
Figs. 18 and 19). This in turn has been the major obstacle to accura te 
measurements of the magnetic moments of those states using the methods 
of Chapter II. Our use of a high resolution Ge(Li) semiconductor 
detector has overcome this obstacle and permitted the a·cc urate deter-
- 57 -
mination of the + + 169 + 5/2 and 7/2 level moments in Tm and the 7/2 
level moment in 171 + Tm and the first measurement of the 5/2 level 
moment in 171Tm. 
The magnetic properties of a K = 1/2 band are also unique in 
that, in addition to the two parameters gK and gR discussed in the pre-
vious chapter, a third parameter b 0 is required in the rotational model 
description of the band. A presentation of the relevant rotational 
model formulas and of the determination of the model parameters from 
the measurements reported here and from results of other investigations 
is deferred to Chapter VI. 
V.2 Source Preparation , Ma gnet , an d Electronics 
169 169 The radioactive source used for measurements on Tm was Yb 
which decays by electron capture with a half - life of 32 days. It was 
produced by thermal neutron capture on natural ytterbium oxide which 
contains 168 0 .14% Yb. The sample was allowed to age until the 175Yb 
(T
112 
~ 4 days), which is also produced in the natural oxide, had 
decayed . 171 171 The source used for measurements on Tm was Er which 
decays by~ emission with a half - life of 7.5 hours. Several sources 
were needed because of the short half -li fe of 171Er. Each one was 
prepared by thermal neutron capture on erbium oxide enriched to 96 % 
170 
Er. Short irradiation times of 12 hours were used to minimize the 
production of 172 Er (T 112 ~ 40 hours) by double neutron capture. In 
both the case 16 9 171 of Yb and Er, the radioactive oxides were dissolved 
in hydrochloric acid and sealed in a thin-walled polyethylene sack as 
h f 182 int e previous case o W. The high field e lectromagnet us ed wa s 
- 58 -
also the same as that described in the previous c hapter. 
In the majority of the measurements to be described, a 3 x 3 in. 
NaI(Tl) crystal spectrometer, identical to those used for 106 Pd (cf. 
Fig. 7), and a 2.2 cm dia. x 0.5 cm dee p Ge(Li) semiconductor de-
182 
tector, identical to that used for W (cf. Fig. 14), were used to 
detect the cascading g&~ma rays. 
For the most part the electronic instrumentation was similar to 
h 1 d . h 182 . t at emp oye in t e W experiment. Figures 20 and 21 show block 
diagrams of the electronics for two different configurations. In the 
first (Fig. 20), the time-to-amplitude spectrum is stored in the pulse 
height analyzer as was the ~ase in the previous chapters, and in the 
second (Fig. 21), the Ge(Li) spectrum is stored. Since some aspects 
of the electronics and detector arrangement varied from one case to 
another, the details of the experimental configurations are described 
in the sections pertaining to the individual measurements. 
V 3 M . 169T . easurements in m 
:n: 
a. Measurement of the Magne tic Moment of t he 138.9 keV I 
S . 16 9T tate in m. 
The gamma-gamma cascade used was the 177-130 keV cascade with 
+ + + 
spin sequence 7/2 (Ml+ E2) 7/2 (E2) 3/2 which is shown in Fig. 18. 
+ The g - factor of the 7/2 intermediate state was measured by two methods. 
In method I, the 177 keV photopeak of the NaI(Tl) scintillation spectrum 
was selected in a single-channel analyzer as shown in Fig. 22. A 
second single-channel analyzer selected those pulses from the time-to-
amplitude converter which corresponded to a fast coincidence. A 
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portion of the Ge(Li) spectrum fr om 90 to 280 keV was stored in sub -
sections of the 400 -channel pulse height analyzer in coincidence with 
t he outputs of the single-channel analyzers . The experimental 
arrangement is that depicted in Fig. 21. Corrections for random 
coincidences were determined by comparing the 177 keV and 198 keV 
photopeak intensities i n the Ge(Li) coincidence spectra with the cor-
r espond ing intensities i n a Ge(Li) spectrum measured without coincidence 
requirements. 
Intensities were extracted from a least-squares fit of the experi -
mental coincidence spectrum to a multi - parameter function describing 
the Ge(Li) line profile on a sloping background . A typical fitted 
spectrum i s shown in Fig . 23. Coincidence spectra were collected for 
several angles between detectors with no magnetic field and at a f ixed 
angle of 135° when the magnetic field direction was periodically re -
versed . The 130 keV coincidence photopeak intensity, after random 
subtraction, was used in Eq. (14) to compute the angular correlation 
coefficients and in Eq . (15) to find the observed spin rotation angle . 
The results are listed i n Table 2a. 
In method II, all conditions were essentially identical to those 
in method I except that the time - to - amplitude spectrum was s t ored in 
the pulse height analyzer in coincidence with the outputs of the 
sing l e -c hanne l analyzer for the NaI(Tl) spectrum and a second single -
channel analyzer accepting the 130 keV photopeak in the Ge(Li) spec-
trum. The arrangement is that shown in Fig. 20. It c an be seen f rom 
Table 2a that the results of the two methods are in excellent agree -
ment. 
130 
c 
::J 
0 
u 
- 6 3 -
Coincident Peaks 
~- 110 kev 
Channel No. 
Random Peaks 
..,,_177 kev 
0 
0 oo 0 0 0 
o O 0 OoO 
Channel No. 
Figure 23 
bC~ 
I 
\ 
169 Typical fitted Ge(Li) coincid ence sp ectrum of Tm. · The open circles 
are experimentally measured data and the straight line segmen ts connect 
fitted points which are not shown. 
! 
' 
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Table 2 
169 Results of Magnetic Moment Measurements in Tm 
rr I + 2a: The I = 7 2 State 
I l 
I 
Weighted Quantity Method I Method II Average I 
A22 
(a) 
I 
0.229 ± 0.003 I o. 208 ± 0.004 1 I I I I 
A44 
(a) 0.045 ± 0.006 
I 
0.022 ± 0.004 I 
0 E(l35 ) ( °/a) 4.258 ± 0.0 98 I 3.706 ± 0 .136 
ruT (rad.) (b) - 0.134 ± 0.007 · - 0.133 ± 0.006 - 0 .133 ± 0.004 1 
- 10 6.00 0.24 I µT(lO nm- sec) ::;: 
! 
µ(nm) 1. 33 ± 0.07 I 
2b : The In: + 5/2 State 
' 
I I 
Quantity Method I Method II Wei ghted 
Aver age I 
A22 
(a) 0.293 ± 0.004 0.222 ± 0 .009 i I j 
I 
(a) I I 
A44 -0.020 ± 0.006 I 0.009 ± 0.010 I I 
E(135°) ( °/o) 0.857 0.096 I -0. 72 0.16 I ± i ± I 
- 2 
I I - 2. 25 I 
I 
ruT(lO rad . ) - 2 .17 ± 0. 2L, ± 0.60 - 2. 18 ± 0.22 I 
i ! 
-11 µT (10 nm- sec) I 7 . 02 ± o. 71 I I 
µ(nm) 0 .79 0.08 ! T I 
I 
(a) Experimental values not cor r ected for attenuation or geometrical 
effects. 
(b ) Corrected f or attenuation of the angular correlation according to 
Sec . V.3b. 
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The configuration of the atomic electrons of thulium is such 
that the Tm3+ ion has a non - zero atomic magnetic dipole moment, whic h 
arises fr om the resultant spin and orb ital angular momentum of a 
partially filled 4f electronic subshell. It is the alignment of this 
atomic moment in an external magnetic fiP.ld which accounts for the 
bulk paramagnetic susceptibility o f thulium compounds in the solid 
s tate. The incomplete 4f subshell also produces a large magnetic field 
at the site of the thulium nucleus. The hyperfine interaction of the 
nuclear moment with this field is well - known from optical spectra . 
In a short time (see below) after the decay of 169Yb in the 
liquid solutions of YbC1 3> the chemical environment of the t hulium 
daughter is that of TmC13 . The trivalent state of the thulium ion 
in chloride solution is the only known valence state at standard 
conditions of temperature and pressure. In liquid> the direction of the 
large field at the nucleus fluctuates randomly in time, in the absence 
of an external field, with a rate corresponding to the effective 
collision frequency in the liquid . The collision frequency is in -
versely proportional to the correlation time T (defined in Sec. II.4) 
c 
or, alternatively, to the electronic relaxation time for paramagnetic 
ions in liquid. 
temperature(bJ). 
This time is l0- 12 to l J - 13 sec. or shorter at room 
When T << T (the intermediate state lifetime)> as 
c 
is the case for the measurements reported here, the time average of 
the hyperfine field over the lifetime of the intermediate state is 
zero. 
In the presence of an externally applied field, the degeneracy 
of the magnetic substatesof the 4f subshell is removed (Zeeman effect), 
- 64b -
with the substate corresponding to alignment of the hyperfine and 
external fields being lowest in ener gy. For this case) the time 
average o f the component of t he hyper f ine field along the d i r ection of 
the external field is non - zero . The size of this additional e f fective 
field has been computed as a function of temperature by Gunther and 
. (63) 3+ LJ_ndgren for the Tm ion under the assumption that the ion is 
in thermal equilibrium with its environment. The assumption of 
thermal equilibrium during the intermedi ate state lifetime is va lid 
in our case since it is achieved in times of the order of T and 
c 
T << T. Thus the value of the paramagnetic enhancement factor ~) 
c 
defined by H f~ ~ ~ H ) calculated in ref. (63) is applicable to 
e .1. ext 
3+ 
the Tm ion in the liquid source at room temperature. 
The effect of preceding decays, such as the electron capture 
decay Of 169Yb, d 11 1 . h f h h l" can rastica y a ter the c arge state o t e t u ium 
ion. The capture of a K-electron, for example, results in the spon -
t aneous shake-off of outer electrons followed by the emission of 
several x -rays and Auger electrons as the electron vacancy propagates 
to the outer electronic shells. The electromagnetic lifetime of a 
-16 
vacancy in an inner shell is of the order of 10 sec., whereas 
that for an outer optical level is about l0-8sec (63 ) The optical 
levels, however, decay much more rapidly through emission of Au ger 
electr ons and through induced de-excitation by collisions i n times 
of the order of T • It is assumed, of course, t hat in the liquid 
c 
there are a sufficient number of electrons available from nearby ions 
to fill the vacancies in the thulium ion. It can be seen from 
169 Fig . 18 that after the Yb decay, the thulium nucleus remains in 
- 64c -
-7 -6 
the long-lived 316 keV state for 10 to 10 sec.) which is more 
than enough time f or the electronic configur at ion to return to its 
ground state. The above considerations indicate that a value of ~ 
taken from ref. (63) is applicable to the present experiment~ For the 
171 
measurements in Tm presented below) the above ar guments also apply. 
3-'-
+ The value of ~ computed for Tm ' in ref. (63) is particularly 
accurate ( .v 2°/o) since it does not depend on the numerical 
evaluat ion of an atomic radial matrix element . 
- 65 -
The value of µ 712 T 712 was computed, using Eq . (6), from the 
measured value o f H = (32.57 ± 0.30) kG for the external magnetic 
field, c22 = 0.956 ± 0.012 for the angular c orrelation attentuation 
factor (cf. Sec. V.3b), and a paramagnet ic enhanc ement factor fo r 
Tm at 35°C of ~ = 4 . 98( 6 3). The temperature o f 35°C in the pole gap 
of the electromagnet was measured using a 0.01 in. diameter glass 
bead the rmistor enclosed in a polyet hylene sack and inserted in the 
pole gap in place o f the radioactive source. The measured resistance 
of the thermistor was then compared with a resistance versus t empera -
ture calibration curve determined with the aid of a temperature con-
trolled bath to be described in the fo l lowing section. The mean li fe 
+ + 
of the 7/2 state has been measured to be T = 0.464 ± 0.020 ns by 
(64) (65) Sundstrom et al. , T = 0.420 ± 0.101 ns by Blaugrund , and 
(66) 
T = 0.417 ± 0.035 ns by McAdams et al . . If we adopt the weighted 
average T 0.452 ± 0 . 018 n s) this yields a magnetic moment for the 
7/2+ state of µ
712 
= 1.33 ± 0.07 nm. Thi s value is in good agreement 
with that of Bowman et al. (67 ) who r eported µ
712 
= 1.31 ± 0.18 nm. 
b. At tenuation of the Angu lar Correlation through the 1 38 . 9 keV 
St a te 
h 1 f .c f 7/2+(177 keV) 7/2+ T e angu ar correlation coe ~icient s or the 
+ (130 keV) 3/2 cascade were measured as a funct ion o f temperature. 
The source us ed was an HCl solution of YbC1 3 sealed in a glass capsule. 
The source was immersed in a mineral oi l bath in a thin -wa lled glass 
' 0 dewa r whe r e the temperatur e was maintained wi th an accuracy o f :c 0.2 C 
by a mercury column thermostat in conjunction wi t h r es is tive heating 
+ The unit ns stands f or 1 x lo - 9 seconds. 
- 66 -
elements. Figure 24 shows the dewar and temperature regulating 
assembly. Gamma rays were detected in the two 3 x 3 in. Nal(Tl) 
scintillation spectrometers and processed with the electronic 
apparatus used in the measurement on 106Pd (cf. Figs. 7 and 8). The 
geometrical configuration of the apparatus was not changed throughout 
the measurement. The single-channel analyzers selected the low energy 
portion of the 177-198 keV doublet and high energy portion of the 
110-118-130 keV triplet with Nal(Tl) spectrum as shown in Fig. 22. 
0 The angular correlation was measured at temperatures of 30 C, 
60°c d 90°c. , an It is expected that, over this range of temperatures 
and for small attenuations, the attenuation of the angular corre lation 
coefficients is proportional to the viscosity of the solute(l5). 
In Fig. 25, we plot t he experimentally determined value of c22A22 as 
a function of the viscosity of water at the above temperatures . No 
correction f or geometrical effects has been made . A straight line was 
0 . 0 fitted to t he data and c22 (35 C) was determined to be c22 (35 C) = 0.956 
±0.012. The statistical accuracy in the determination of A44 did not 
permit c44 to be experimentally determined. GLf4 can, however J be 
deduced from the value of c22 if an assumption is made concerning the 
form of the perturbing interaction and use is made of Eqs. (12) and 
(13). The corrections to the experimental values of illTJ however) were 
found to be insensitive to the nature of the assumed interaction (pure 
...l.. 
electric or pure magnetic). The appropriate value of c22 for the 7/2' 
171 + 
state in Tm was determined from the above value for the 7/2 state 
. 16 9 
in Tm by scaling according to the ratio of the lifetimes of the two 
states. Effects of attenuation were neglected in measurements on the 
GL ASS 
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Figure 24 
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Diagram of the dewar and temperature r egu l at or assembly used i n t he 
measurement of the attenuation of the angular correlation in 169Tm . 
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shorter lived In + 5/2 states. 
c. Measurement of the Magnetic Moment o f the 118.2 keV I ' ' .5/2+ 
169 State in Tm 
In this measurement) the 198-110 keV gamma-gamma cascade (cf. Fig. 
+ + + 18) with spin sequence 7/2 (Ml+ E2) 5/2 (Ml+ E2) 3/2 was used and) 
as in the case of the 138.9 keV state) two methods were employed to 
measure the g-factor of the 5/2+ i ntermediate state. Method I was 
similar to method I for the 138.9 keV state in that the Ge(Li) 
coincidence spectrum was stored in coincidence with the output of a 
single-channel analyzer which selected the prompt coincidence re gion 
of the time-to-amplitude spectrum. The single -channel analyzer for 
the NaI(Tl) spectrum was set to accept the 198 keV line as shown in 
Fig . 22. Angular correlation coefficients and the spin rotation angle 
were determined from the photopeak intensity of the 110 keV line in the 
Ge(Li) coincidence spectrum) using Eqs. (6) and (9). The results are 
listed in Table 2b. 
It is evident from Fig . 22 that the window selecting the 198 keV 
NaI(Tl) photopeak also accepts a small number of pulses from the 177 
keV transition. We estimated the effects of this interfering cascade 
to be small; however) as an experimental check) the spin rotation was 
measured by a second method (II). The time-to-amplitude spectrum was 
stored in the multichannel pulse height analyzer in coincidence wit h 
single-channel analyzers selecting the 198 keV photopeak in the Ge(Li) 
spectrum and the 110-118 keV photopeaks in the NaI(Tl) spectrum as 
shown in Fig. 22. The results of this measurement are also summarized 
in Table 2b. 
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The mean life of t he 5/2+ state has been measured to be 
T = 0.0895 ± 0.0040 ns by Blaugrund e t al. (68 ) and T = 0.0909 ± 
0 . 0101 ns by McAdams et a1.C 66 ). Adopting the we i ghted average 
T = 0.0897 ± 0.0037 ns and neglecting attentuation of this angular 
correlation, our quoted value of CDT, with the aid of Eq. (6), yields a 
magnetic moment of µ 512 = 0.79 ± 0.08 nm. This va lue is in fair 
agreement with that of Bowman et al. (67 ) who found µ512 = 0.61 ± 0.12 
nm, 
(6 9) 
and Manning and Rogers' value of µ512 = 0.50 ± 0.15 nm. 
d. Measurement of the E2/Ml Mixing Amplitude of the 109. 8 ke\T 
T . . . 169T ransition in m. 
Apparatus identical to that employed above was used to measure 
the angular correlation coefficient A12 for the 198 - 110 keV cascade with 
spin sequence 7/2+(Ml + E2) 5/2+(Ml + E2) 3/2+. The electromagnet was 
removed to reduce the effects of scattering, and the single -channe l 
analyzer settings and mode of data collection and analysis were the 
same as in method I described in the previous section. In ord er to 
extract a mi xing amplitude, the experimental angular correlation 
coefficient must be corrected for the finite solid angle subtended by 
the detectors. The geometrical correction factors, discussed in 
Section II.2, were computed for the geometry used, following a me thod 
prescribed by Frauenfelder and Steffen( 70). 
0.846. After app l ying this correction, the measured value of A22 was 
+ .J... + found to be A22 (7/2 _, 5/2' _, 3/2) = 0.347 ± 0.006. The coincidence 
photopeak intensity of the 118 ke\T line in the Ge(Li) spectrum was also 
extracted from the data in order to dc-~ ~wine the correlat ion coe f -
+ ficient for the 198 - 118 keV cascade with spin sequence 7 /2 (Ml + E2 ) 
- 71 -
+ + + The result was A22 (7/2 ~ 5/2 ~ 1/2 ) =-0.295 ± 0 . 016 
after applying the ge ome trical correction. 
From Eq. (2), it is seen t hat t he above coefficients can be 
written as A22 (7/2+ -> 5/2+ -> 3/2+) = A2(198 keV) ·A 2 ( 110 keV) and 
A22 C7/2+ ->5/2+ ~ 1/2+) = A2 ( 198 keV)·A 2 (118 keV). Thus 7 the unknown 
A2 (198 keV) factor is absent in the ratio of t he two experimental 
values. In addition, A2 (1 18 keV) for a pure E2 multipole transition 
can be f ound in tables of FK coefficients (cf. Sec. II .2) . The 
value of A2 (ll0 keV)', determined in th is way, was found to be 
A2 (110 keV) = 0.628 ± 0.041. Figure 26 shows a graphical display of 
Eq . (3) from which the value of 5(E2/Ml) = - 0.15 ± 0.02 is seen to 
correspond to t he value of A2 (110 keV) quoted above . This value is in 
(71) 
excellent agreement with previous measurements . The second roo t 
of Eq. (3) shown in Fig. 26 was re jec ted on the ground that it is 
totally inconsistent with r e s u lts of measurements on internal con-
version electron subshell intensity r at ios for the 110 keV tr ans ition. 
V 4 M . 171 . easurements i n Tm 
re 
a. Measurement of the Magnetic Moment of the 129.1 keV I 
171 State in Tm 
The detectors and electronic apparatus u sed for this measurement 
were the same as those described above . Only the arran gement displayed 
in Fig. 21 was emp loyed. In the present c ase, the 296 - 124 keV gaimna -
gamma cascade with sp in sequence 7 /2 - (El) 7/2+(E2) 3/2+, which is shown 
in Fig . 19 7 was us ed. The single-channel ana l yzer accept i ng the 
NaI(Tl) spectrum select ed t he comp osite 296-308 keV photopeak as 
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shmvn in Fig. 27. No int erference from the 308 keV transition is seen 
since it is not in coincidence with the 124 keV transition. The 
Ge(Li) coincidence spectrum was stored in the multichannel analyzer 7 
and random corrections were determined from the intensities of the 
296 keV and 308 keV photopeaks as previously described. A typical 
fitted Ge(Li) coincidence spectrum is shown i n Fig. 28. The fitted 
values of the 124 keV photopeak intensities in the Ge(Li) coincidence 
spectrum were used 7 with Eqs. (14) and (15) 7 to evaluate the angular 
correlation coefficients and spin rotation angle listed in Table 3a. 
During the measurement of the angular correlation function and 
the mean spin rotation angle 7 the experimental configuration was 
periodically switched between two states; that is 7 either the angle 
between the detectors or the magnetic field direction was changed every 
three minutes throughout any given run. This was also t he case in all 
previously described measurements. The coincidence counting rate 7 in 
this case 7 however 7 decayed exponentially (neglecting dead time effects 
in the electronics which were found to be small) with the 7.5 hour half -
life of the parent activity . For such a short half - life 7 the change in 
source strength from one three -minute period to the next cannot be 
neglected. In Appendix B7 the effect of t he decay on the accumulated 
coincidence counts is demonstrate d 7 and the necessary correction 
factors are computed. These corrections 7 for the present measurement 7 
never effected more than a t en percent change in an experimental value. 
The lifetime of the 129.1 keV 7/2+ state has been measured by 
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Tab le 3 
Results of Magnetic Moment Me asurements in 171Tm 
3a: re + The I = 7/2 State 
Quantity Value I 
A22 
(a) 0.151 ± 0.005 
(b) I 
A44 ! -0.004 ± 0.009 
E(l40.5°) ( °/o) 3.04 ± 0.19 
I (c) I 
c'.0T (rad.) I -0.168 ± 0.015 
- 10 µT (10 nm-sec) 7.56 ± 0.67 
µ(nm) 1.44 ± 0.14 
3b: The Ire 5/2+ State 
Quantity Set I Set II Weighted Aver a oe 
A22 
(a) 0.070 ± 0.006 0.066 ± 0.007 
A 
(b) 
0 0 44 i I 
0 0.160 I -0.17 I E(l35 ) ( °/o) -0.285 ± ± 0.09 I I 
-2 I I 
c'.0T (10 rad.) -2. 77 ± 1.57 I -1. 75 ± 0.94 I -2. 02 ± o .so I 
-11 
I I 6.5 2.6 µT(lO nm-sec) I_ ± 
I ! I µ(run) I I 0.81 ± o . 37 I I 
(a) Experimental value not corrected for attentuation or geometrical 
effects. 
(b) A44 is expected to be zero. 
(c) Corrected for attenuation of the angular correlation according to 
Sec. V.3b. 
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Sundstrom et al. C72) to be T = 0.523 ± 0.022 ns.+ Wi th this value of 
T, the previously quoted values of H and ~' and an attentuation 
coefficient c22 = 0.949 ± 0.013, the value of CDT from Table 3a yields 
a magnetic moment of µ 712 1.44 ± 0.14 nm. This is in disagreement 
with a previous measurement of µ 712 = 0.94 ± 0.18 nm which was per-
formed without the aid of a Ge(Li) detector by Agarwal et 1 (74) a.... • 
..L 
b. Measurement of the Magnetic Moment of the 116.7 keV In 5/2' 
S . 171 tate in Tm 
The 308 keV photopeak in the NaI(Tl) spectrum cannot be selected 
in a single - channel analyzer without a large inter fer ing contribution 
from the 296 keV transition. Therefore, in order to perform this 
measurement, the 308 keV gamma ray was selected in the Ge(Li) channel 
where the detection efficiency for that energy is quite small. In 
addition, with a single-channel analyzer selecting the low energy 
side of the composite 112 - 117 - 124 keV photopeak in the NaI(Tl) spectrum, 
. + 
as shown i n Fig . 27, two cascades through the 5/2 state are obs erved: 
t hese are the 308 - 117 keV cascade with spin sequence 7/2 - (El) 5/2+(E2) 
1/2+ and the 308-112 keV cascade with spin sequence 7/2 - (El) 5/2+ 
+ (Ml + E2) 3/2 , both of which are shown in Fig. 19. The anisotropy 
of the composite angular correlation was found to be small and of the 
order of 10 percent. Data were collected by storing the time spectrum 
as in method II for the 5/2+state in 169Tm. The strong sources used in 
this ;•1e asurement necessitated the inclusion of time-dependent electronic 
+ A measurement of T by LemingC 73) has not been included because of its 
prel i minary nature. 
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dead time effects in the correction for source decay. That is to say 7 
the fraction of the time during which the electronics were busy and 
could analyze no new pulses from the detectors decreased as the source 
decayed. Approximate corrections for this effect were derived from 
the observed time dependence of singles counting rates 7 which were 
monitored throughout each run. The results of this initial measure-
ment are listed in Table 3b (set No. l)~ 
In an attempt to improve the accuracy of the measurement 7 the 
experiments were repeated with two modifications. First 7 the 3 x 3 in. 
NaI(Tl) detector was replaced by a 1/4 x 1.5 in. NaI(Tl) crystal 
coupled to a 5 in. Lucite light guide . A diagram of this assembly 
is shown in Fig. 29. This change r esulted in a decrease of the total 
counting rate in the NaI(Tl) channel without decreasing the detection 
efficiency for the low energy gamma-ray group. In this way 7 the effect 
of electronic dead time was reduced. The light gu ide was necessary to 
remove the photomultiplier tube from r eg ions of high fringing field. 
A typical NaI(Tl) scintillation spectrum obtained with this assembly 
is given in Fig. 30. Secondly7 a new con f iguration switching pattern 
was employed. Whereas previously the magnetic field direction or 
angle between detectors was changed at equal time intervals as shown in 
Fig. 31 (pattern A), a new pattern (pattern B in Fig. 31) was used. 
It is shown in Appendix B that the use of pattern B compensates for 
the effect of time - dependent dead times as well as source decay up to 
2 terms of order (T /T ) . The results of this second measurement 
c source 
are also displayed in Tab _2 3b (set no. 2). 
From the weighted average of the two measurements and the life -
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171 Gamma-ray scintillation spectrum of Tm observed in t he detector 
shown in F i g . 29 . The single -channel analyzer setting is shown . 
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Figure 31 
Normal (A) and improved (B) configuration switch{ng patterns used in 
171 
the measurements on Tm. 
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(72) 
time of T 512 = 0.080 ± 0.019 ns measured by SundstrBm et al. , we 
+ find the magnetic moment of the 5/2 state to be µ 512 = 0.81 ± 0.37 nm. 
c. M t f B h · R · f h 12 9 . 1 '1<:eV I :rr -- 7 I 2+ r easuremen o - r anc i ng a t i os -ram t e 
:rr + 171 
and 116.7 keV I = 5/2 Sta t e s in Tm 
2 These measurements were performed using a 5 cm area x 1 cm deep 
Ge(Li) detector having an energy iesolution of 1.8 keV at 100 keV. 
The low energy portion of the measured spectrum is shown in Fig. 32. 
Photopeak intensities were determined by a multi-parameter least-
squares fit to the experimental spectrum. The intensity and en e rgy 
calibrations and fitting procedures are described by VarnellC 75). 
Experimentally measured intensities are given in Table 4 . The crossover-
to-cascade gamma int ensity ratio A512 = Iy(ll7 keV)/Iy(ll2 keV) for 
the 5/2+ state at 116.7 keV is taken directly from the table as 
A512 = 0.115 ± 0.005. To extract the branching ratio information 
+ 
concerning t he 7/2 state at 129.1 keV, we use the experimental value 
of I (296 keV)/I (124 keV) y y 3.00 ± 0.13 from the table and total 
conversion coefficients of aT(296;El) = 0.0196 and aT(l24;E2) = 1.379 
interpolated from Ref. (76). Under the assumption that all beta and 
gamma -ray feeding of the 129.1 keV level other than through the 296 keV 
transition amounts to 2 percent of the 296 keV total transition 
. . t (13) b . 1 . . ' . intensi y , we o tain a tota intensity crossover-to-cascaae ratio 
+ for the 7/2 state of IT(129.l keV)/IT(l2.4 keV) = 3.22 ± 0 . 58. 
measurements disagree with recent values of Megli et al. C77 ) but 
in good agreement with those of Gei ger et al . C73). 
These 
are 
.
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Table 4 
Relative Ganuna-Ray Intensities for the Five Most 
I T . . . 171,.,,_ ntense ransitions in Liu 
I 
Intensity a) Energy (keV) I 
i 
I 
111.6 I 341.8 
116. 7 I 39.2 
I 
I 124.0 ' I 152. 9 ' I I 
295.6 I 459. 
308.2 1000. 
a) Intensities are ac c urate 
to better than 3% 
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VI. ANALYSIS OF THE PROPERTIES OF THE GROUND STATE ROTATIONAL BANDS IN 
169 171 Tm AND Tm 
VI.l Introduction 
In this chapter, the results of the measurements presented in 
the previous chapter in conjunction with other r ecent data will be used 
to determine the electromagnetic parameters of the rotational model for 
169 171 
the K = 1/2 bands of Tm and Tm. The values of the parameters will 
then be used to determine some single particle matrix elements in the 
description of the intrinsic structure of the ground states of the two 
thulium nuclei. 
The magnetic moment of an odd-mass nucleus contains a. contribution 
from the collective motion of the nucleus and one from the orbit al 
motion and intrinsic moment of the unpaired odd nucleon. The intrinsic 
moment of a free nucleon is related to its intrinsic spin by the nu -
free free 
cleon spin g -factor· a = 5.58 for a proton and g S ) OS S 3 . 83 
for a neutron. Measurements of nuclear magnetic moments have shown, 
however, that use of the free nucleon value of the spin g- factor to 
compute the contribution of the unpaired nucleon spin to the magnetic 
. . . ef:E 
moment is not appropriate. The semi -empirical value of g ~ 0 . 6 
s 
free . (5 7) gs has been found to reproduce measured moments fairly well . 
For the case of most deformed odd-mass nuclei, the magnetic 
moment is specified by Eq. (18), where gR accounts for the collective 
rotational motion of the deformed nucleus and gK represents the contri -
bution of the odd nucleon. Under the usual assumption of independent 
quasiparticles occupying single particle Nilsson orbits, the parameter 
gK is given by 
a K orz 
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(25) 
where g
2 
and gs are the orbital and spin g-factors of the odd nucleon 
and (V!s 0 !v) is the expectation value of the spin component along the 
nuclear symmetry axis when the odd nucleon is in the single particle 
state IV). Thus, the introduction of an effective g factor in place 
s 
f free o gs in Eq. (25) is actually a phenomenological means of accounting 
for a renormalization of the spin matrix element \V!s 0 !v). Mottelson 
(79) 
and Nilsson and Prior(30) have suggested that the renormalization is 
caused by a spin-dependent residual interaction between the odd nucleon 
and the nucleons in the even-even core. The interaction tends to 
align spins of like nucleons antiparallel and those of un l ike nucleons 
parallel to the odd nucleon spin. Since the sign of the neutron and 
proton magnetic moments are opposite, this polarization of core 
nucleons always tends to reduce (quench) t he spin contribution of the 
odd nucleon to the nuclear magnetic moment. Microscopic model cal-
(81) 
culations of this effect carried out by Bochnacki and Ogaza have 
eff free 
reproduced the semi - empirical value of gs ~ 0.6 gs 
For the special case of a K = 1/2 rotational band, Eq. (18) for 
the magnetic moment must be modified to read( 20) 
( gK - grJ I + 1I2 
I+ [l + (-1) (21 + l)b0]. gR . 4 (I + 1) ' (26) 
where the additional "magnetic decoupling" par a1;~e ter b0 is defined by 
the relation 
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0 I n this formula, gR is + the co l lective gR- factor of the core , S+ is 
the raising operator for the spin angular momentum, (Y \ is the s ingl e 
-
particle state with spin projection K = 1/2, and IV) is the symmetric 
state with K = - 1/2. (82) Bochnacki and Ogaza have pointed out that the 
effect of spin polar i zation on the matrix elements of the transverse 
spin component S+ is not t he same as the effect on those of s0 . In 
other words, the value of g needed in Eq . (27) to account for the 
s 
renormalization of (Yls+IV) is different from the gs value needed in 
Eq . (25). Their calculation (82 ' 83 ) of the two g - factors for thulium 
s 
nuclei agreed wi th those derived from experimentally determined values 
0 
of gK, gR, gR and b0 , bu t the experimental values were not altogether 
acc urat e. 
In t he f ollowing se c tions, least - squares fits to determine the 
value s of gK' gR' and b0 are described, and accurate values of the two 
g - fa c tors characterizing "longitudinal" and "transverse" spin 
s 
polar i zat ion are f ound. Also determined, is the value of a correction 
t erm to the rotational model expressions for electric quadrupole transi -
tion rates, which has, for the most part, been ignored in previous 
investigati ons. 
VI . 2 Determination of Rotational Model Par ameters 
a. Rotational Model Formulas 
The relevant electromagne t ic properties of a K 1/2 rotational 
+ The parameter gR represents the collective rotational g - factor for 
the entire nucleus including the odd nucleon, whereas gRO is conven -
tionally taken to represent the collective rotational g - factor for only 
the even - even nuc l ear core . 
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169 171 band as in Tm and Tm are described by the following 
. (84 20) 
relations ' : 
(gK - gR) 1 + 1/2 
a 1 + [ 1 + (-1) (2I + l)b0 ] 0 R 4(1 + 1) (26) 
B(Ml;l + 1 -7 1) 3 (gTT 2 21 + 1 ( 1 + (-1) I + 3/2b )2 1611 L\. gR) 4(I + 1) 0 
(28) 
15 (21 + 1)(21+3) Q 2[1 (-1)1 - I + l/J~ q/Qo) 2 51211 (1 + 1) (1 + 2) 0 B (E 2; 1 + 2 -7 1) 
(29) 
B(E2;1+1-71) 15 2I + 1 Q02[l + ( - l)l - l/2(I ) 25611 1 (1 + 1) (I + 2) + l . 
/
2 2 
'\ 3 q/Qo) · (30) 
The quantities gK' gR' b0, Q0 , and q are parame ters in the rotational 
description. The parameter Q0 is the intrinsic electric quadrupole 
moment, and q is formally present as an "electric decoupling" term 
and is retained here for completeness. All experimentally measured 
electromagnetic properties of the K = 1/2 band can be written in terms 
of these parameters with the aid of the above relations and, in some 
instances, with tabulated values of internal conversion coefficients(76) 
d 1 1 . (18) an eve ene~gies . 
b. Least -Squares Fitting Procedure 
The par ameters of the rotational model were determined by least -
squares fits to statistically ind ependen t experimental data . For 
example, the measurement of the magne tic moment of a st ate by the per -
turbed angular correlation technique actually measures t he quantity µ1 , 
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the product of moment and lifetime. Rather than use the value of µ in 
h 1 f . (85)86) h . h" . h b . d t ~ east-squares it ) t e error in w ich as een increase 
through the uncertainty in the mean life T and is statistically cor-
related with the error in TJ we use the experimental quantity µT. A 
+ 169 
typical expression computed for the 7/2 state in Tm appears as 
( 7 1 4 6 2 b 1 +13 b 2 + 9 b 3)/{(4.012 x 10 r + 133.6t)• 
-5 7 [l + (52.7 + 0.1354 t/r)/(1 + 3.330 x 10 t/r)] + 2.538 x 10 v} . 
(31) 
In the above) abbreviations b 1 = gR) b 2 
r = 
have been used) and the values of the appropriate transition energies(l3) 
d h . 1 . '""'" . C76 ) h b . d an t eoretica conversion coeILicients ave een inserte 
explicitly. This unique procedure takes full advantage of the accuracy 
of all experimental values. 
In order to fit data to expressions of such complexity in which 
the parameters enter non-linearly) a modified version of a fitting 
program found on the IBM SR~RE LIBRARY (No. 3094) was used. The 
algorithm followed by this program has been described by its author) 
D.W. MarquardtC37). 
Data used in the fits represent weighted averages o f recent 
experimental values. In those cas es where individual measurements 
appear inconsistent) the adopted errors have been aritificially in-
creased to obtain statistical consistency. 
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c. Results of the Fit for Tm 
The electromagnetic properties and their adopted experimental 
values are given in columns 1-3 of Table 5. As will be discussed 
laterJ the value of the parameter q in relations (29) and (30) above 
may be expected to be zero. Therefore; the first fit (Fit I) to the 
experimental data was performed with q constrained to equal zero. 
The resultsJ listed in column 4 of Table 5 ; show fair agreement with 
experiment) but a value of 3.0 for the normalized chi - square indicates 
that the assumed theoretical expressions are not sufficient to re-
produce the data within current experimental precision. A second fit 
(Fit II)J the results of which are given in column 5 of the tableJ 
was therefore performed in which the parameter q was allowed to vary. 
In this second fitJ the value of normalized chi- square decreased to a 
more acceptable value of 1.8. 
It is evident from the resulting values of the parameters for 
Fit. I and Fit IIJ shown in colu.un 7 of Table SJ that the magnetic 
parameters gRJ gKJ and b0 are not sensitive to t he value of q; whereas 
the intrinsic quadrupole moment Q0 is significantly larger when q is 
allowed to vary. The accuracy of the fitted values of gRJ gKJ and b0 
. (85 86) has been substantially improved over that of previous analyses J . 
In Fit IIJ a non-zero value for q is found (cf. Ref. 86). To check 
the sensitivity of the fitted value of q to the value of each datum; 
fifteen fits to fourteen data points were performed ) and q was f ound to 
be insensitive to the omission of any single datum. Some pos s ible 
origins of a non - zero value of q are suggested in a later section. 
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d. 171 Results of the Fit for Tm 
171 Data on electromagnetic propertie s of Tm a r e less abundant and 
less precise than those available for 169Tm. Table 6 displays the data 
and results of fits performed as in the above case. The measured values 
of mixing ratios of Bocquet(SS) and of Geiger et al . C7S) are not in 
agreement. Fits IA and IIA utilize the data of Bocquet, and IB and 
IIB use those of Geiger et al. The two sets of mixing r atios allow 
equally good fits, and more accurate data are need ed to decide between 
them. + Nevertheless, the new value of the 7/2 state magnetic moment 
has permitted the first determination of a unique set of magnetic para-
meters with reasonable accuracy. It can also be seen in Table 6 that 
the experimental data ar~ not sufficiently precise in this case to 
uniquely determine the value of q. Fit IIB does, however, yield a 
value of q whose sign is consistent with that foqnd for 169Tm. 
VI.3 Interpretation of the Rot at ional Model Parameters in Terms of 
Single Particle Matrix Elements 
a. Transverse and Longitudinal Effective Spin g-Factors 
The magnetic parameters, gK and b0 , for a K = 1/2 band can be 
. (20 82) 
related to single particle matrix elements in the following way ' j 
1 ) 
2 
(32) 
1 2 ). (33) 
0 
Here, g J = 1 is the orbital g-factor ass ociated with the odd proton, gR 
is related to the rotational g-factor of the even core , a~d 
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a = - (K = 1/2\j+\K = - 1/2) is the energy decoupling factor. If the 
matrix elements of s0 and S+ are to be interpreted as single p article 
matrix elements for the [411] 1/2 Nilsson orbital) then the nucleon 
eff eff 
spin g-factors, g and g , must replace the free nucleon value, 
SP, St 
free 
gs , to account for effects of spin polarization on the even core 
by the odd proton. We have extracted the values of the two spin 
a -factors in a manner identical to that used by Bochnacki and OS 
Ogaza (S 2 , 83) for 169Tm and 171Tm, and the results are given in 
Tables 5 and 6, respectively. 
ef f The procedure used in extracting the a values from relations OS 
(32) and (33) above was as follows. The values of the sin g le part icle 
matrix elements of the spin operator were computed using recent values 
. (55) 
of Nilsson wavefunction amplitudes and a deformation derived fr om 
the fitted value of Q0 . Following Bochnacki and Ogaz a, corrections to 
gK due to mixing of the [411] 1/2 band with K = 3/2 bands through the 
Coriolis interaction were computed from the difference between the 
0 fitted values of gR and recent experimental values of gR for the 
0 
neighboring even - even nuclei. The adopted values of gR were 
gR( 168Er) = 0.331 ± 0.010(89 ) and gR( 170Er) = 0.329 ± 0.025C 90), 
16 9 171 
respectively, for the analysis of Tm and Tm data. The experi -
169 
mental values of the energy decoupling factors, a( Tm) 0.7795 ± 
0.0006 and a( 171Tm) = - 0.864 ± 0.001, were taken from Refs. (86) and 
(91). The errors quoted in Tables 5 and 6 for the value s of the 
effective spin g - factor were computed from the errors in the fitted 
s 
rotational parameters, taking into account the cross-correlations among 
their errors. 
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Bochnacki and Ogaza have predicted the values of the effective 
spin a - factor s for Tm by considering the coherent part of the spin -
"'s 
spin interaction of the odd proton with the nucleons in the even core. 
Their results are(SZ,SJ) 
o. 713 and 0.572. 
It is seen in Table 5 that our results in 169Tm, although confirming 
the expected relative magnitude, disagree in both the transverse and 
longitudinal c ases with the above numeri cal predictions. In 171 Tm 
(Table 6), the transverse values for all of the fits are in disagreement. 
The longitudinal effective spin g - factor disagrees with the prediction 
s 
only in the cases IB and IIB. Several approximations could account 
for the observed disagreement with predict ed values. 
In t he calculat ion of the experimental values of eff g and free a 
s £ "'s t 
the Coriolis mix i ng of the [411] 1/2 band with other K "' 1/2 bands, 
which can renormalize gK and b0, was neglected. Secondly, in in-
terpre ting t he quantity gRO mentioned above as the rotat ional g -R 
' factor of the neighbor in g even-even nucleus, the effects of blocking' 
of t he [411] 1/2 l eve l in the odd Tm nuc lei are neglected. And finally, 
the use of the experimental values of the energy decoupling factor 'a' 
rat her than those computed from Nilsson wavefunctions is not clear ly 
jus tified, since the experimental va l ues of 1 a 1 for the [411] 1/2 
bands ip 167Tm, 169T m, 171 and Tm show a dependence on deformat i on 
+ The term 11blocking11 implies that t he level in question may not be 
occupied by partic les from t he even core. This restriction on the 
states into which core nucleons may scatter alters the rotational motion 
of the core. 
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opposite to that predicted by the Nilsson model. This anomalous 
behavior of 'a' has been successfully explained by FeifrlikC 54>, who 
introduced an interaction between quasiparticles which renormalizes 
the (K = l/2lj+IK = - 1/2) matrix element. Renormalization of spin 
matrix elements due to this interaction was not taken into account 
by Bochnacki and OgazaC32>: 
There is available an alternate method of correcting gK and b0 
for Coriolis mixing with K = 3/2 bands and other K = 1/2 bands . The 
corrections may be calculated directly from Nilsson wavefunction 
amplitudes, single particle energies, and factors which account for 
h h . . f (93) t e s art-range pairing orces . Such a calculation was performed 
169 eff for the case of Tm, and the a factors redetermined. The values OS 
found were 
0.477 and eff/ free a a os os 
f, 
0.811, 
which vary slightly from the results of Fit I, shown in Table 5. 
Thus the observed discrepancies between the experimental values and 
the predictions of Bochnacki and Ogaza must arise from the use of 
experimental values for the decoupling parameter 'a' and the rotational 
0 
a -factor a and not from the neglect of the Coriolis mixin 0a with 0 OR 
other K = 1/2 bands. 
b. Discussion of the Parameter q 
Bohr and Motte lsonCS4 ) have indicated that, in the evaluation of 
elect ric quadrupole matrix elements in the rotational model i: ormalism, 
an extra term arises in the cases of K = 1/2 and K = 1 bands (see 
expressions (29) and (30)). The quantity q appearing in these terms is 
- 100 -
formally defined as q = (K = l/2 i7i7,, (E2;1) \K = - 1/2); where J.iicE2;µ) 
. h th h . 1 £ h 1 . d 1 is t e µ sp erica tensor component OL t e e ectric qua rupo e 
operator defined with respect to the nuclear body fixed axes . 
. (86) . . Analysis performed by Dzhelepov and Dranitsyna indicated that q 
may differ from zero; and the present fits have verified this; q 
169 being approximately three percent of Q0 in the case of Tm. 
It can be shown; however; that although q is formally present in 
the rotational model; the value of the matrix element; 
(K = l/2\J?2(E2;1) IK = - 1/2); is identically zero. To prove this 
result; only time reversal invariance; the Hermiticity of the E2 
operator; and symmetries of vector addition coefficients need to be 
invoked after expansion of the single particle wavefunction in a 
spherical basis. The proof is given in Appendix C. The experimentally 
determined value of q must therefore be attributed to admixtures of 
other single particle configurations into t he [411] 1/2 orbital. Two 
types of admixtures can be suggested. The first is the ordinary 
Coriolis mixing of the [411] 1/2 band with other K = 1/2 and K = 3/2 
bands. Small admixtures of this type simply renormalize the magnetic 
parameters gK' gR; and b0 ; leaving relations (26) and (28) unchanged. 
But; in the electric case several new spin - dependent terms enter; some 
of which contain spin-dependent phases. The expressions describing 
B(E2) would, in this case, no longer be t hose of relations (29) and 
(30) but would be similar in that small terms; whose signs alternate 
with I, are added to correct the value of Q0 . 
Admixtures of a second type, which would leave re lations (29) and 
(30) unchanged and give a non-zero q, can arise from a mechanism dis-
- 101 -
cussed by Soloviev and Vogel (94) They conclude that intrinsic 
states of odd mass deformed nuclei, such as the [411] 1/2 state, may 
cont ain sizable admixtures of a collective y -vibrational+ phonon 
excitation. The departures from axial symn1etry in the y -vibration 
would lead t o a non-zero value of the matrix element 
q = ( 411 1 + [ 411 % , Q 2 2] 1I 2 IJ!Z. (E 2, 1) \ 411 - ~ + [ 411 ~, Q / ] _ 1I2 ) . 
The notation indicates that a y -vibrational phonon Q2
2
, coupled to a 
particle in t he state [411] 3/2 to give a net K = 1/2, is mixed into 
the [411] 1/2 state. A prediction of the value of q on this basis 
would prove useful in deter mining the physical origin of our fitted 
value, but no such prediction is available as yet. 
VI.4 Conclusion 
The rotational model parameters of the K = 1/2 ground state ro-
169 
tational band in Tm have been precisely determined by means of a 
l east -squares fit to all recent experimental data including the 
measurements reported here. Further, more accurate experimental data 
may now be used to inves tigate deviations from the pure rotational 
model such as the above-mentioned correction to the electric quadru -
pole moment. Although we have determined t he rotational parameters of 
the K = 1/2 band of 171Tm with reasonable accuracy, significant 
improvement could be realized through the use of more precise experi -
mental data. In part icular, the measurement of the mix ing ratios of 
+ Deformed nuclei can suuport two types of vibrational i::odes. The [3 -
vibration is the same as that described in Chapter III except that the 
equilibrium i s deformed rather than spherical. The y -vibration entails 
fluctuations away from the axially symmetric nuclear shape, and a y -
vibrationa l phonon, denoted Q? 2, carries an angular momentum pro -
jection o f 2 on the symmetry axis . 
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the 5; 12; and 112 keV transitions may be improved; and a more 
accurate measurement of the magnetic moment of the In 
_J_ 
5/2' state 
may be possible through the use of the large internal hyperfine 
magnetic fields at Tm in a ferromagnetic lattice. Finally) we have 
confirmed the qualitative agreemen t with experiment of the predictions 
of Bochnacki and Ogaza (82 ; 83) regarding spin polarization effec ts but 
have found that a more reliable method of computing the renormalization 
of single particle magnetic matrix elements from the experimental data 
is needed. 
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APPENDIX A 
Computation of gK for the Two -Proton State in 182w in the Strono-
Coup ling Limit 
The two pr otons occupy the [5 14] 9/2 - and [402]5/2+ Nilsson 
orbitals) respectively. Let us denote t he [514]9/2- level as state \ 1) 
and the [402]5/2+ as state \2). The ~roton occupying state \ 1 ) (or \ 2)) 
-> - > - > 
carries total) orbital) and spin angular momentum j(l)J £(1 )) and s(l) 
-t -t -7 (or j(2)J £ (2)) and s(2)), respectively. The quant ities are r elated 
by 
___, -7 -> j(i) = £ (i) + s(i) (i 1 or 2). (lA) 
The tota l angu l ar momentum of the nuclear state is given by 
-7 -7 -7 -7 
I = j(l) + j(2) + R) (2A) 
-7 
where R is the angu l ar momentum associated with the collective rot ation 
-> 
of the nucleus . For an axially synh~e tric nuclear shape) the vector R 
i s perpendicular to the nuclear s ynune try axis ( the 3- axis in t he body -
fixed coordinate system)) and the proj ection of total angular momentum 
(called K i n Chapter IV) is given by the algebraic sum of the projections 
-> -> 
o f j (1) and j (2). In order to obtain the observed value of K = 2, we 
must assume that j 3 ( 1) \1) = n1 = 9/2 and j 3 (2) \2) = - n2 5/2. 
The state \ 2) is that obtained from the state \2) after reversal of 
the signs of the projection of orb ital and spin angu l ar momentum on the 
3-axis. In the strong - coupling approximation one assumes the total two 
particle state wavefunction can be written as the simple product 
\12) = \1)j2). 
- lOLi- -
Now the magnetic moment of a st ate is def ined by t he relation 
-> -'; 
µ = (µ ·I)/(I + 1) I op (3A) 
where the br ackets ( ) indicate the expectat i on value in the state 
__, 
\12 ) with the projection M1 of I on the space - fixed z -axis equal to 
its maximum value, I. -> The operator µ
0
p can be written, for our case, 
as 
11 
op 
__, -'J - > 
gR(I - j(l) - j(2)). (4A) 
Inserting this expression into Eq. (3A) yields 
1 f __, __, 
I+ 1 l(gsl - g£l)(s(l)·I) + (g £1 
(gs2 - g,e2)(s\ 2) ·r) + (g £2 - gR) (JC 2)·f) 
+ gR (12 )} . 
(SA) 
In order to further evaluate t he above expression, we not e that in 
-> -> __, -::;:"\ 
the diagonal matrix elements of s•I (or j·I; only the s 3I 3 (or j 3I 3) 
terms contribute and t hat the product sta te \ 12) is an eigenstate of 
. 2 the operators j 3 (1), J 3 (2), r3 and I wi th eigenvalues o1 , -D2J K, and 
I(I + 1), respectively. Accounting for this, Eq. (SA) becomes 
µI= I! 1 {cgsl - g£ l) K( s3(l)) + (g ,£1 - gR)DlK 7 (gs2 - g,e 2)K(s3C 2)) 
(6A) 
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where now the notation (s 3 (i)) signifies the single particle 
expectation value (ij s 3 (i) ji). 
By defining the quantities o and g" as 
ODl "'2 
(s 3 (i)) g ~ (g . - g n. ) + g . for i D. Sl ..vl D. J,i 
l l 
1) 2 ) (7A) 
Eq. (6A) is simplified to 
K [ Dl (gD - gR) D2(gD - o )J + o I µI I + 1 OR OR 1 2 
K2 DlgD 
- D o ?o,0 
1 [ 1 
- 2 
- g ] + gRI (8A) I + K R 
The second line above is found after setting ,0 1 - n2 equal to K. 
Comparis on of Eq. (8A) with Eq. (18) in the text shows that the 
quantity gK' for the two- particle state, is given by 
(9A) 
(55) The quantities,g and g , have been tabulated by Nilsson 
D1 D2 
for various values of the nuclear deformation parameter. The deforma -
tion parameter, E, is related to the intrinsic electric quadrupole 
moment, Q0 , by 
(95) 
!!:_ z 2 1 
5 RO E(l + l E) (lOA) 
where Z is the atomic number and R0 = 1.2 x l0 -
13 A113 cm (A= atomic 
mass) is the approximate nuclear radius. (56) Stokstad and Persson have 
deduced the value q0 = 6 .57 ± 0.06 b for the intrinsic quadrupole 
. 182 
moment of the ground state K = 0 rotational band in W. If we assign 
the same value to the K = 2 band considered above, then Eq . (lOA) 
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yields a deformation parameter of E = 0.216. By interpolation from 
the tables of NilssonC55), we find, for this deformation, the values 
and 
a 
"'n 1 
1.454 and a 
"'n 2 
1. 233 and a 
"'D2 
1.892 for g 
s 
1.45 7 for a 
"'s 
free 
a 
"'s 
5.58 
free 
0 .6 gs 
These values, in conjunction with Eq . (9A), yield values for gK of 
a 
"'K 0. 906 for g s 0.953 for a "'s 
free 0 .6 a 
"'s 
It is seen that t he strong-coupling prediction of gK is relatively 
insensitive to the assumed value of g . Thus, a comparison of the 
s 
predicted gK value with experiment will test the strong-coupling rule 
without great interference from effects of spin polarization. 
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APPENDIX B 
171 Calcula tion of Corrections for Source Decay in Tm Measurements 
1. Exponential Decay 
When the effects of electronic dead time can be neglected) the 
coincidence counting rate will decay exponentially in time with the 
mean life T of the source. Let us assume tha t the experimental 
configuration is periodically changed between state A and state B as 
shown in Fig. B.la. The experiment is in a given state for a time 
1t - t 1 before the configuration is changed . The tilne t, is the 
c d 0 
pause needed to change states) during which no data are colle cted . 
The experiment continues for a total time Nt (including pauses)) and 
c 
the coincidence counts corresponding to states A and B are accurnu lated 
separately. At any given time) the counting rate in state A (or B) is 
given t he 
quantity to be measured. 
The total counts collected in state A can be calculated as 
mt -t 
c d N!± J. -tiTdt 
m=l (m-l)t 
N [l 
A 
odd c 
For N even) this yields 
-(t 
N [l - e c 
A 
-(t 
c 
e 
- Nt T 
c 
-td)/T 1 - e ]· ----
1 - e 
-2t /T 
c 
Similarly) the total counts collected in state B is given by 
(lB) 
(2B) 
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pattern. 
A Nf (t) 
~· 
~~I ·~~·t .~ . 
1 lrc Tc 4Tc 4 
. B ?a Figure · -
~ . c- rate and COUnLlno . cidence of coin 1 decay 
Genera pattern . 
' . a d switcnino improve 
mt - t 
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N-3 N-2] [-2- , - 2-
N N JF d 
1 ~ I e -t/T dt - t /T N e c ( 1 
B 
- (t 
c 
e 
- td)/TJ I - 2nt /T c 
e 
m=2 (m- l)t 
even c 
n=O 
(3B) 
which, for N even) reduces to 
-t /T - (t - t ) /T - Nt T 1 c c [ 1 c d ] . - e NBe - e 
-2t /T (4B) 
1 c - e 
Thus, we see inunediately from Eqs . (2B) and (4B) that the quantity of 
interest) NA/NB) can be written in terms of the experimentally observed 
total counts CA and CB as 
t /T 
= e 
c C /C • 
A B 
(SB) 
t /T 
c The factor, e can be used to correct the data collected in 
171 
exper i ments on Tm) where its value is approximately 1.005. 
2. Experimental Compensation for Time - Dependent Counting Rates 
Figure B.lb displays) in more detail) the alternate configuration 
switching pattern met1tioned in the text and shown in Fig. 31. This 
pattern differs from the one described above only in that the experi -
mental states at the beginning and end of the experiment are the same 
and the duration of .the first and last time intervals is half that of 
all the others. We show below that the use of this pattern compensates 
for the effects of source decay through first order in T /T. The 
. c 
notation used in Fig. B.lb has the same meaning as that employed in 
Fig. B. la with the exception that the time interval T now refers to 
c 
- llO -
the repetition period of a complete cycle through both configurations A 
and B. In the following, we do not r estr ict the calculation to the case 
of exponential time-dependence of the coincidence counting rate . The 
counting rate is assumed to f ollow t he functions NAf(t) and NBf(t) in 
states A and B) respective ly. The only restrictions on f(t ) is that it 
be a monotonically decreasing function of time and that an exponential 
approximation to f(t) in any small time interval have a time const ant of 
the order of T, t he mean life of the source. These restrictions are 
satisfied in practice, since f(t) originates from the source dec ay 
directly and from time dependent electronic dead time which also arise s 
from source decay . 
The total coincidence counts can be expressed as 
(6B) 
and 1 (m+3/4)T - -2 td N-1 c 
CB NB L J f ( t) d t ( 7 B) 
m=O 1 
(m+l/4)T/ 2 td 
The function f(t) c~n be expanded in a Taylor series about the midpoint 
of each time interval T in the following form: 
c 
f (t) 
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Inserting Eq. (SB), keeping terms through second order J into Eqs. (6B) 
and (7B) and performing the indicated integration yields 
N- 1 
C = N ~ {fr (m + l )T ] ( .l T - t ) + .l f"[ (m + .l )T ] A AL L 2 c 2 c d 4 2 c 
m=O 3 2 2 3 
( 
7T c - Tc t d Tc t d l ) } 
48 8 4 6 C9B) 
and 
N- 1 
NB I{f[(m+1)T)C 
m=O 
3' 1 Tc - td) + ~4 f"[ (m + 1 )Tc] ( 1 Tc - td) }· 
(lOB) 
The above -mentioned restrictions on the function f(t) require that 
f 11 /f ~ l/T2 . Thus the ratio of the second to the first term in the 
2 brackets of both Eq . (9B) and (lOB) is of the order of (T /T) . The 
c 
ratio NA/NB can then be written as 
(llB) 
which confirms that a first order correction to the experimental rates 
is not present when the switching pattern of Fig. B.lb is used. 
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APPENDIX C 
Demonstration that the Value of the Matrix Element, 
(K == ~\r;z, (E2, 1) \ K == - ~), i s I cientically Zero 
The intrinsic states of a particle in an ax ially symmetric 
deformed potential, such as t hat used in the Nilsson model(46 ), can be 
indexed by the two good quantum numbers,N and K. The number N des ig-
nates the major oscillator shell in quest ion and is related to t he 
energy eigenvalues of a harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian. The number 
K is the projection of intrinsic angular momentum on the symmetry 
axis of the potential well. Although the total intrinsic angular 
-7 
manentum, j, is not a constant of the motion, the state vectors can be 
expanded in terms of eigenstates 
j 
-7 ( 46) 
of j as follows : 
C. \NjK) 
J 
(lC) 
The wavefunction, ~' in Eq. (22) in the text, is just the coordinate 
representation of the state vector \NK) . The symmetric wavefunction, 
X_K, in Eq. (22), is degenerate with >)z and can be obtained from >)z 
by a rotation of coordinates of 180° about an axis perpendicular to the 
symmetry axis. For the appropriate choice of phase for the vectors 
!NjK), it has been shown by Bohr and Mottelson(96) that the state vector 
corresponding to X_K can be written as 
I Cj(-l)j + K\Nj-K) ' 
j 
(2C) 
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Using Eqs. (lC) and (2C)) the matrix element in questi on appear s 
as 
(NK\7n(E2) 1) \NIZ) L ... jf c."c.,(-1) J J 
.. I 
JJJ 
2 
1 ~~ }Nj \ \'11l(E2) 11 Nj I)) 
(3C) 
(97 ' 
where the Wigner-Eckart theorem J has been used to obtain the second 
expression. We now note the synunetry relation) 
(-i 2 1 j' )= c- ·1)j + 2 + j' f j' -K \-K 2 1 ( 4C) 
for the vector addition coefficient (3 -j symbol) and the relation) 
(-l)j - j'(Nj'\\?'/l(E2)[\Nj), (SC) 
for the reduced (double-bar) matrix element. Equation (SC) depends on 
the Hermiticity of the ?f7v(E2) operator and reality of the reduced matrix 
1 h . h f 11 f · 1 · · C97 ) I · e ement w ic o ows rom time - reversa invariance . ·nserting 
Eqs. (4C) and (SC) in Eq. (3C) yields 
(Nrz\·7n(E2) 1) \NK) L ~·< 3j+j'(j' c. c. f ( -1) OT J J -~ 
j)j' 
2 
1 -i) (Nj l l \Jn(E2) 11 Nj). 
(6C) 
2· 
The phase (-1) J can be factored from the sum in the above expression 
since j) _ for the case of an odd-mass nucleus) is always a half-odd 
2· 
integer and (-1) J = - 1. Also) since the C. coefficients are either 
J 
purely imaginary (for N odd) or purely real (for N even) numbers 
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because of the choice o f phas e for t he jNj K) vectors and parity 
conservation, the identity 
·'· 
C. C. I 
J J 
- c .c . ',' 
J J 
holds. Thus, Eq. (6C) takes the form 
(NK j?J1(E2,l) j 1~z ) L ;'; j C. C. I ( -1) J J 
.. I J ,J 
2 
1 
(7C) 
j ) (Nj' j jrt2 (E2) j \,Nj) . 
-K 
(8C) 
One can now see that the sums in Eq. (8C) and (3C) are i den tica l 
since one can be obtained one from the other by the interchange of 
the dummy indices, j and j 1 • Therefore, t he desired resu l t of 
(NK 1m cE2, i) 1 NK) _ o (9C) 
is obtained. 
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